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Regents to vote
on floor-by-floor
co-ed housing

Progress staff report
University head football coach Roy
Kidd was listed in satisfactory condition and awaiting dismissal from Pattie A. Clay Hospital in Richmond
Wednesday.
Kidd. 56, in his 25th season at the
university, was taken to the hospital by
assistant coach Joe Blakenship after
becoming ill in the team's locker room
following practice Tuesday afternoon,
according to Jack Frost, assistant sports
information director.
Frost said Kidd had never been
placed in the intensive care unit and
doctors have not disclosed their diagnosis of Kidd's illness, but it is not
heart-related.
All tests taken on Kidd were returned negative, according to Karl Park,
spoils information director, at 3 p.m.
Wednesday.

By Donna Pace
Managing editor
The restructuring of Martin Hall
into a floor-by-floor co-educational
residence hall was approved Tuesday
by the Council of Student Affairs.
Now, only the approval of university
President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk
and the Board of Regents is needed for
its enactment next fall.
Funderburk said he has not seen the
legislation yet and will "take a very
careful look into it" when it reaches
his desk.
'Co-ed housing has been talked
about for years," he said. "There is a
lot of interest in it."
Funderburk said he would look into
the feasibility of its enactment before
determining if it could begin by the
proposed date of next fall.
The 14-member council unanimously approved the proposal that
was submitted by Residence Hall Association in AprU.acccfding to Daniel
Bertsos, coordinator of residence hall
programs and a member of the council.
Dr. Tom Myers, council member
and vice president of student affairs,
said the action was still in the proposal
stage and is seen as a privilege for
older students with no discipline problems.
"There is an emphasis on age by
grade with hopes of persuading more

Gallup poll
reveals
fallacies
By Amy Caudill
Editor
A Gallup Poll in conjunction with
this week's Higher Education Week
revealed that most high school students are ignorant about college opportunities and financial aid.
The poll, conducted by the Council
for Advancement and Support of
Education, found that high school
students' main sources of college information come from peers and relatives.
Teachers and guidance counselors
were listed as the last source consulted.
More than two-thirds of juniors and
seniors got information from college
handbooks.
The poll was conducted through
telephone interviews with more than
1.000 13- to 21-year-olds between
Aug. 24 and Sept 7,1988.
Univeristy President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk advocated turning young
students on to college at an early age.
Ashland Oil, Inc., sponsors a program to inform prospective students in
junior high school.
The university participated in this
program last year and had a few visits
from Ashland groups.
Annual summer camps like music,
volleyball and football are good recruiting tools, Funderburk said.
"Obviously, those things have got
to be good in terms of demonstrating
to younger people what a university
has to offer, what university life is
like," Funderburk said.
The university also brings guidance couselors to campus to keep them
informed about admission, financial
aid and other aspects of the university.
Funderburk said counselors are not
always effective college recruiters
because most of the students they talk
with have already decided to attend
college and need help with the details.
Since parents seem to be effective
in influencing students' decisions, the
university tries to appeal to parents by
(Sec GALLUP, Page A-12)

Elvis's spirt
in town?

people to stay on campus," Myers
said. "The population of older students on campus has continued to rise
throughout the '80s."
RHA proposed the measure to the
student affairs council April 7. Myers
said a committee was formed within
the council to study its enactment
Jeannetie Crockett committee
chairman, could not be reached for
comment
Myers said other schools with coed housing will be visited so positive
and negative aspects can be studied.
"Dr. Funderburk wants to see how
the plan can be successfully enacted,"
Bertsos said.
Though information was collected
before the council's decision, further
studies will be conducted to see how
these facilities are staffed and what the
floor makeup consists of, Bertsos said.
Bertsos said this type of discussion
and research was not uncommon for a
matter concerning so many students.
He described its approval as a
council agreement with RHA lochange
the "lifestyle" in Martin Hall.
In April the resolution was approved by a vote of 16 to 10 by RHA
with specifications that both wings of
Martin Hall be changed to floor-byfloor co-ed living rather than one wing
being designated for females and the
other for males.

University resumes
drug testing policy
Samantha Litteral, a sophomore from Ashland, works on a homecoming float for the
Association of Security and Loss Prevention and the Association of Fire Science
Technology at the Home Tobacco Warehouse on Third Street. The warehouse is the
traditional site for construction of homecoming floats.

Chenault steps down from suit
to avoid conflict of interest
By Brent Risner
News editor
Madison Circuit Judge James S.
Chenault said Monday he has decided
to disqualify himself from a civil suit
involving William R. Morgan and may
not preside over the Nov. 7 trial of
Melinda Lighter.
As reported in the Progress last
week, Chenault's wife, Dorothy,owns
a building at the comer of North First
Street and East Irvine Street that is
leased to Morgan who operates 1890's
Saloon.
Morgan is one of three defendants
in a civil suit brought against him by
the fathers of two university women
who died last April in a car driven by
Lighter that struck a utility pole on
Second Street. Lighter has already been
indicted on two counts of second de-

gree manslaughter for the deaths of
Tonia Denise King and Michelle
Magmder.
The plaintiffs allege that Morgan or
his employees served Lighter alcohol
causing her to be intoxicated and knew,
or should have known, that she would
be driving a car when she left I890's.
"In view of your article, I transferred
it to division two," said Chenault, who
hears cases assigned to Division I in
Madison Circuit Court
Judge William J. Jennings will hear
the case in Division II.
Chenault, a judge for 22 years, said
he may ask Lighter's attorney, Jim
Groves of Louisville, if he would want
him to step down from the criminal
trial.
"If I change the criminal trial it
could well be delayed,'* Chenault said.

"Thecivil it won't affect at all because
it just started."
Chenault said he did not know that
the "William Morgan" named in the
suit was the "Russ" Morgan who leased
the property from his wife and had no
idea who any litigants were until their
case comes before the court
"We don't know what files are in
the clerk's office," Chenault said. "I
routinely disqualify, or recuse, where
there's any chance of a conflict of
interest"
Chenault said no attorneys had
brought any information to his attention concerning his wife's ownership
of the property and a possible conflict
of interest.
"It's just as important in court what
appears to be done as that justice is
done,"Chenault said.

Brent Risner
News editor
University Athletic Director Donald
Combs reinstated a modified random
drug testing of student athletes Sept 2
after conferring with Giles Black,
university counsel, about the possibility of the program violating their right
to privacy and resulting in costly litigation.
"Inasmuch as athletics is a voluntary situation, we feel fairly well-satisfied that what we have done, and what
we will continue to do, is the correct
and proper thing," Combs said
Combs had suspended all drug testing Aug. 15 after a California Superior
Court judge ruled Aug. 12 that such a
program was unconstitutional because
it was an invasion of privacy.
This case was brought against the
National Collegiate Athletic Association by two Stanford University students.
Earlier this summer, aU.S. District
Court in Seattle ruled in a favor of a
University of Washington student
athlete who challenged the legality of
that school' s regular-season drug-testing program in 1987.
In February, Washington dropped
the mandatory and random aspects of
its program, revising it so that testing
was voluntary and required only for
those athletes suspected of drug use.

Combs said the purposes of the
university's drug testing program was
to educate itsath letes.not punish ihem.
"What we're trying to do is confront people," Combs said. This is
how you stop drug users."
Combs said all random testing will
end and any drug testing would only
be done "with reasonable suspicion"
of street drug use. Each coach must
determine if someone needs to be tested
and would inform the athletic director
of such a need. Combs said.
"If we try to lest them, and they
don't subject to (the lest), then they are
subject to dismissal," Combs said
He pointed out that being subject to
dismissal did not mean they would be
in all cases.
Combs said all coaches had been
informed of the university's policy.
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ABC cites five bars for serving minors
By Brent Risner
News editor
Five alcoholic beverage licensees in
Richmond were involved in selling to
12 underage college students when
five agents from the Alcoholic Beverage Control patrolled the city Oct. 6,
according to Howard Kinney, enforcement superviser of the ABC.
According to Kinney, the five establishments to be cited for selling or
distributing alcohol to underage patrons were Bear & Bull Lounge, four
citations; O'Riley's Pub, fourcitations;
J. Suiter's Mill, three citations; Carousel Liquors, two citations; and Southem Roundup, one citation.
Of the 12 minors cited for possession of alcohol, only six were university students. They were Lori C. Thompson, 18; Judith K. Tarvin, 19;
Denise R. Turner, 20; Todd Michael
Duffy. 19; Charles E. Fouser, 18; and
Nancy E. Lukemere. 18.

These students are expected to
appear in Madison District Court Nov.
4, according to Kinney. Possession of
alcohol by a minor is punishable by a
$10 to $100 fine.
The license bearers of the five establishments will be summoned to
appear at a hearing of the ABC board
to show reason why their license should
not be suspended or revoked because
of the charges brought against them.
These young people will be called
to testify that they were in the bar and,
in fact consumed alcoholic beverages," Kinney said. "Once they plead
guilty in district court that's a moot
question."
Kinney said five ABC officers and
two plainclothesmcn assigned by the
Richmond Police Department entered
nine establishments between about 5
p.m. and 11 p.m.
•'Inthcearlypartoftheevening.we
went to drive-in windows because of

the proper lighting," Kinney said.
Kinney said he personally did work
as a'clerk at College Station Liquors
on Water Street and witnessed no activity involving sales to minors. College Station was the only local establishment where ABC officers worked
as bar or package liquor store employees.
Kinney said College Station was
very cooperative, but his officers didn' t
ask to work as employees of other bars
since ABC officers can enter any licensed bar and enforce the law anyway.
Local bars do a good job of carding
patrons at the door and stamping them
as either under or over 21, but they
don't do pay enough attention to activity inside, according to Kinney.
"Once they get in, there's no control," Kinney said. "They seem to think
their responsibility is over once they
stamp them, but actually their respon-

sibility has just begun."
"We're going to show them it is
their responsibility because we're
coming back," Kinney said.
Kinney suggested each bar should
have rovers who mingle in the crowd
checking red and black stamps and
confront patrons who break the rules.
"If a guy comes up to the bar and
gets a pitcher of beer and four cups,
visually, he should be followed back
to his table," Kinney said.
Four students from Union College
in Barbourville, one University of
Kentucky student and one Georgetown
College student were among the 12
minors cited for possession.
"(Richmond) is getting to be a haven
for college students all over the southem part of the stale," Kinney said.
"We're going to have to discourage
these students from driving up I-7S
because they might get in trouble when
they get here."

'

T>

Progress photo/Charlie BoHon

Oct. 6, a Chevrolet Chevette driven by Letha Dowell,
a freshman from Broughtontown, crashed into the
back of a cargo truck on the Eastern By-Pass outside Keene Hall. Dianne Duvall, a senior from Stanford, was a passenger in the car.
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Palmer Hall petition sets example
for proper protest by students
Students at the university normally don't formally express their disagreement with school policy matters, choosing rather to voice their grievances in the bathroom or with their roommates.
However, one student, A. J. Stadelmeyer, president of Palmer Hall Council, has taken the university to task on its prohibition of wcightlifting equipment in residence halls.
Stadelmeyer has encouraged Palmer residents to
sign petitions and is going through the proper procedures to get reconsideration of the policy. Not
only is he right about having weights in residence
halls, but he has taken a stand for what he thinks is
right, something many university students are very
cautious about doing.
David Tedrow, director of housing, and Jeannette Crockett, dean of student life, said weights are
prohibited from residence halls because they create
noise, can damage the floor and are potentially
hazardous.
Indeed, the university should be concerned about
being held liable if a student were injured in his
room while lifting. Perhaps, this could be remedied
by requesting that students who want weights in
their rooms sign a form forfeiting any claim of
liability the university might have.

The Residence Hall Association should take
notice of the Palmer Hall petitions and see if the prohibition is truly justified. Certainly, most students
tolerate much more noise from stereos and loud
neighbors than weights would ever create. If floors
are damaged because of letting weights lay on the
floor, then residence hall directors should assess the
student for it just as they normally would.
Students really have few alternatives if they want
to get a good workout by pumping iron. The Begley
Building weight room is often crowded, has unsatisfactory equipment and is closed during the morning and early afternoon. If they want to go to a spa
off campus, it's going to cost them money they don't
have. Either provide the quality and quantity of
equipment they demand, or formulate a policy allowing students to use weights in residence halls.
More petitions would also be in order concerning
many other issues on campus. There is strength in
numbers if a group with a special interest can direct
itself toward a goal.
Shake off the cloak of apathy and peacefully
lobby your opinions to our university's administration and faculty because they are here to serve the
student population and can be open-minded to your
ideas. You won't realize this unless you try.

Dean's list requirements, rewards
should be more widely known
Every grammar school, every high school and
every university has good students, people who do
well in any subject under any type of instruction.
These achievers are usually rewarded with scholarships, certificates and other honors.
Certainly programs like the honors program and
academic scholarships such as the Regents, Foundation and Presidential scholarships for academic
excellence are some of the most positive and successful means of bestowing recognition on deserving university students.
But the program that probably honors the most
students most often is the dean's list system.
This program honors students who receive a
certain grade point average in relation to hours attempted.
Unfortunately, the number of students making
the dean's list has declined over the past few semesters.
This could be due to any number of factors, but
since enrollment is increasing and the quality of

students seems to be increasing as well, the finger
can not be pointed at a lower number of students or
a lesser degree of quality.
The bottom line is that the dean's list system
needs to be more widely understood and acknowledged.
Also, the reward students receive for making the
dean's list needs to be more than a spot in their
hometown newspaper.
Letters to parents, certificates, a reception each
semester in each of the nine colleges would be a
start
The focus needs to be on striving to make the
dean's list, rather than on feeling a moment of pride
when one accidentally makes it.
Students who have never made the dean's list
need to know how they can, and more importantly,
they need to want to.
This is a good system with a great deal of potential. Now it's time to meet that potential.

Students should support system;
vote for Teacher of the Month
During the next two weeks, students will have the
opportunity to submit names of professors they find
interesting, student-oriented, organized and professional.
These names will then be compiled and submitted
for hither study with the final choices announced as
professors of the month
The event is sponsored by Mortar Board, a 35member senior honor society on campus. With the
completion of the two-week period. Mortar Board
members will review the nominations and choose
the various professors of the month.
Though this process is very tedious, it is one of the
only ways we, as students, can voice a positive
opinion about those instructing us.
It is our responsibility to let the administration
and faculty see who we believe are best relating to
the educational needs of current students.
New modes of teaching, ways of communicating
and forms of student-instructor interaction may be

created after the results are announced.
Publicizing names of those who are aiding our
interest and educational success is just as important
as criticizing those who we believe are not
Every instructor receives periodic evaluations
from his students, but often these are seen as meaningless because changes in the practices of particular professors are not always evident in the eyes of
the student.
No one can better make these recommendations
than students. We are in the classrooms and know
who should be categorized as the university's best.
Through this chance for monthly recognition, a
competitive spirit will be instilled in several professors otherwise uneffected by the end-of-the-year
evaluations.
Not all professors will chose to take pan in this
competitive challenge, but it does offer them an opportunity to have their moment in the spotlight while
bettering the education of college students.
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Laughter really is best medicine
When I'm 95 and silting in my
porch swing, I hope I'm laughing.
When I can no longer run or dance or
read without my glasses, I want to be
able to throw back my head and cackle.
Laughter is one of the best feelings
in the world Technically it's an act,
not a feeling, but the feeling it produces is euphoric.
It's kind of a culmination of all
good things in life—the love of God,
family and friends, the joy of being (or
feeling) young and the lighter side of
a world that often seems dark and
serious.
When I'm so tired sad all I want»
do is cry, I laugh, and my situation
suddenly seems hilarious.
Not everything in life is funny, but
laughter can replace despair with wellbeing and boredom with enthusiasm.
Some of the best sources of laughter are good friends. Only they can
embarrass you when you least need to
be and make you laugh instead of
making you angry.
And of course entertainers who earn
their living by making you laugh are
reliable sources of mirth.
But some of life's most comical

moments come from less obvious
sources.
Some of my favorite funny stories
are about children.
When my sister was 4 and had
blonde, curly hair, she looked in the
minor and said, "My hair looks like
scrambled eggs.'' I still giggle when I
remember that.
My 6-year-old cousin Davy loves
baseball player Andre Dawson. He
once said,'"When I grow up, I want to
be black so I on hit a ball like Andre
Dawson."
Elderly people are delightful
sources of humor as well.
It seems that people laughed as
much 20 or SO years ago as they do
now, and they didn't have television

to entertain them.
One of my mother's favorite stories is about two of our distant aunts
who were sitting by the wood stove on
Christmas Eve. One of the children
had received a B.B. gun for Christmas, and one aunt picked it up to
examine it and accidentally shot the
other aunt's glasses off.
The aunt who lost her glasses was
taken to the hospital, and in her excitement, the other aunt gathered all the
used wrapping paper and stuffed it in
the wood stove. A few packages of tire
crackers happened to be mingled with
the paper.
Needless to say, the scene was
explosive.
Although it was probably alarming
at the time, that story has been told and
laughed at over and over since it happened more than 30 years ago.
Experts have said laughter releases
healthy endorphins that are therapeutic to the body.
All I know is that it can bridge the
gaps of age, race, sex or any other
distinction and make blue moments
seem rosy.
As much as I hate cliches, laughter
is the best medicine.

Bush best for national security
I'm excited about election day.
It's less than a month away, and it
will be my first opportunity to vote in
a presidential election. My excitement
may wear off after this first one, but I
want to make my vote count this time
because the race is a very close and
important one.
I guess my decision this year has a
lot to do with Ronald Reagan because
he is the first president I've ever really
paid close attention to and relied on. I
believe this is the case for most university students.
in his eight years, Reagan has let
the American public down by creating
such a large budget deficit and by
selling arms for hostages, and George
Bush, die Republican nominee for
president, must share some of the blame
for these things.
But I've got so much to thank both
of them for.
I'm getting an education at the
school I wanted to attend. My mother
always said, "Brent, I'll try lo see that
you get two years of college education, but after that.Ijust don't know."
Well, (Ronnie taught me this phrase)
I'm a senior now and could probably
afford to go to graduate school. I used
to think I'd be on my own by now.
Our country is at peace, and I'm at
peace with our country. I don't have to
go to bed at night wondering if I'll be
fighting the enemy in the Middle East
or Central America tomorrow.
One look at the rush-hour traffic on
die Eastern By-Pass is another telltale

I don't see why we should pay for
unnecessary abortions or vote for
someone who is associated with a
backward faction like the ACLU.
Dukakis til inks the answer to solving the budget deficit is to tax the rich
more heavily. Indeed, taxes must be
collected from the wealthy and should
not be a burden on the poor.
when you make it unprofitable
Brent Risner for But
big business lo operate, you can
sign of what Reagan and Bush have expect high unemployment resulting
done for us. People are going to work; in less income taxes.
The most important issue in this
they are not at home searching through
election isn't the environment, health
the "Help Wanted''ads.
You can't give Mayor Baker credit care or even the budget deficit The
for the good local economy because question each of us must answer beyou can go to Lexington and see the fore we pull die lever is, "Who will
insure that we stay at peace, Dukakis
same thing. You can't give the credit or
Bush?"
to Gov. Wilkinson for Kentucky's
Bush knows Daniel Ortega of Nidecline in unemployment because you
caraugua
and Mikhail Gorbachev of
can go to Massachusetts and see the
the Soviet Union. Dukakis doesn't
same thing.
know them from die doormen at die
Michael Dukakis would like to lake While House.
the credit for this economic success,
If we are at war, you can forget
but he knows that belongs to the Re- solving the problems in the environpublicans.
ment, getting better health-care insurI think Bush is different than Re- ' ance and reducing the national debt
agan because he cares more about Without further cuts in nuclear weapeducation, crime and the elderly.
ons like Bush helped to achieve, the
I think Dukakis is different dan next world war will be the last
Reagan because he wants more tax
The Soviets have wailed eight long
revenue to subsidize abortion clinics years for an inexperienced leader like
and is a "card-carrying member'' of Dukakis to come to power so they can
the American Civil Liberties Union, check into places like Burma and Chile.
an organization that supports the leLet's make the Soviets wait at least
galization of prostitution and harm- another four years by electing Bush
ful drugs like cocaine and crack.
Nov. 8.

My Turn

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encoui ag es its address and telephone number. Letters
readers to write a letter to the editor on must also include the author's signature.
any topic of interest to the university Carbon copies, photocopies and letters
community.
with illegible signatures will not be acLetters submitted for publication cepted. Unsigned letters will not be acshould be typed and double-space. They cepted
should be no longer than 250 words. The
The Progress uses its own judgment to
Progress may condense letters over 250 determine if a letter is libelous or in poor
words. However grammar, punctuation taste and reserves the right to rejec. any
and spelling will not be changed or cor- laws.
rected in a letter.
The Progress also gives readers an
Letters should be addressed to the opportunity to express more detailed opinnewspaper and must contain the author's ions in a column called "Your Turn."

These columns should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing s "Your Turn" column should
contact the editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress 117
Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond, Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior
lo Thursday's publication.
Letters and columns will be printeti
in accordance with available space.
i
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Are police fair in their traattnant of
public Intoxication offendere?

People poll

HakM

ByBIIILackay

Stacy Sotodkia, fresh BUM, psycaoiogy, Loakville: "No. because unless
they are causingtrouble.wouldn'tthey
rather have them walking rather than
driving?"
Rob Ellington, junior, public relations, Owentoa: They aren't causing problems, but because they have
been drinking, they are made examples
Of."
Coarad

**»•

Gran

Aw Haabert, ■■!—> occapatteaal therapy. CbdMMtffc "No.
I'd rather have have people walking
than drinking and driving."

Joe Conrad .•senior, pablic r eta tioas,
Peachgrove:"No, because they are
using their discretion so you don't get
a fair chance."

Billy Pfcippa, jMior, pgycfcolo,,,
Salyersville: "No, everyone should
be able 10 drink to a certain extenL If
they are minors, they should be treated
like minors not criminals.''

Sandy Gran, sophomore, nursing,
Florence: "No. I think it's better
people to be walking that driving. So
they should be lenient."

College is as hard as 'real world'
Many people tend to think of colleges as halfway houses that prepare
their students for the real world.
As I sit in my room at 2 em., I
know I have two typed reports due by
10:30a.m. I lend to believe that college is definitely part of rhe real world.
The work is defmitely up to "real
word" standards. I wonder how many
times in the real world will I have this
many assignment! in such a short
period of time?
It seems that time for my favorite
leisure activities: reading, playing
basketball and drinking (two oat
ofthree ain't bad) continues to shrink,
especially after I completed my general education classes and started concentating on my major.
The pressures of college are real.
As all students know, the price of an
education is pretty high.
Loans are just that—loans. Financial assistance from parents comes
with a price, the student is expected to
produce results.
And scholarships come with a stipulation that the scholar maintains good
grades.
The student is under pressure to
maintain good grades and graduate as
soon as possible. I can only marvel at

VJhy Mcren+ ^occ in ciaes
♦Way ? £vcruOn« MM rtlling
me W- g«« M0**- fc*re|**'
+ke e*«. e*Airtq COIVVCS-T f TH4Y .

the student who can hold down a 30to 40-hour-a-week job to help pay
college expenses.
I also admire the student athlete
and wonder where they find the time
to do it all.
Also, these pressures come at a
vulnerable time for a lot of students.
Many entering freshmen have to leave
their home, family and friends for the
first time in their life.
Students are confronted with a
diversity of people and ideas. The
college years will instill values and
ideas that many students maintain all
their life.
Adjustments have to be made.
Students must learn to cope with sharing their living quarters with strangers. If you have a problem with being
shy. then college is the place to take
care of that
College is where many people must
make difficult decisions about drugs
and alcohol. The stress that college
students are under affects them in many
different ways. Unfortunately, some
turn to hard drugs for relief, while others go downtown to relax.
However, that usually leads to more
stress in the long-run.
Many students also get in touch

with their emotions for the first time
at college.
A lot of student* get into their first
serious relationship at college, and
consequently many students also find
out how quick a serious relationship
can get unseriuous.
Temptations are high for college
srudents. A lot of students are on their
own for the first time
There is not going to be a parent
waiting on the couch, when the student gets home, ready to question him
about his night's activities.
College is many things, almost like
"real life." isn't it?
College, like anything else, takes a
strong desire and internal fortitude to
be successful.
Students who do not look at college
as being part of the real world usually
do not stay around very long.
It is ludicrous to think that college
is only a rest stop on the interstate of
life that leads to the real world. It is
almost as ludicrous as my believing
that I will adhere to my alarm clock's
command to get up at 5:30 a.m.

Police beat
The foilownc reports have been filed with ihc
university'• aiviaion of public safety.

Oatll

PkBM> B. MM* 27.
tun.<
rested oa •« daerae of alcohol
T«ai Fan alga a, Bnwer Building. npMd
Ihc fin alum sounding in Ike 100 block of
Bffodoa Apertments. The Richmond Fire
Department temnd DM alarm system bad
Manas. Hall, reported the
fin alarm waning in Manca Hall. The
Rn HHNJMd pin Daperttnent otaeraiined man
wuno sign of smoke Of fire.

Friend wanted
lam writing this letter in hopes that
you will assist me in my unfortunate
situation. I am currently serving a 12year sentence for a burglary and I
haven't got any true friends left out
there in the free world. It seems as
though the friends I did have only
lasted as long as I could pay the tab for
their friendship.
If it matters at all, I am a 26-yearold Hungarian male with brown hair,
borwn eyes, 5'7" tail and weigh 16S
pounds. I have many interests and I try
to take advantage of every opportunity

to keep myself mentally afloat and to
better myself.
It is in the area of morale that I am
concerned with the mosL Frankly, this
place is unbelievable and at n ight when
our mail is being passed out I find
myself standing around waiting and
wishing for a letter that never seems to
arrive. Believe me, it becomes very
disturbing after awhile.
I would like very much for you to
print my letter. Perhaps I will get lucky
and someone might decide to write. I
will answer all letters as I truly want
and need your friendship!
BUI S. Santa 23013
Westville Correctional Center
P.O. Box 473
Westville, Ind. 4.391

P. ■—■!■, Kaaaa Haa.
the glau had bean broken out of me door at tfw
eeat entraace of Kaene Hall.
AJaart Aaraa Daaaaae, II.
wea emeted oa the ratrgu of leeasiag oarfew
and Iceterkg lawi.
free*; E. Can, II. Richmond, was errested on the charge! of public intoxication and
pceaairion of marijuana.
Rk* Cam, Brewer Building, reported a
vaaaa^aTttrtbyCaaalaajaarJ.ltltata. Martin Hall, wai vandalised while it wet perked m
aha Lancaster Lot.

Oct. 3:

It saddened me a great deal to hear
of the death of accounting professor
Max Reed.
I interviewed Mr. Reed for information regarding a feature I was doing
about students managing their money.
He was very gracious in granting
the interview without appointment and
his friendliness and cooperation were
greatly appreciated by me.
His information was tremendously
helpful to my story and to my life, and
I found him to be very open and very
winy.
May God comfort his family at this
time of loss.
Joe Killin
Martin Drive
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Mktteel S. Fem, 22. Uungion. >u srreeted on ate charge of alcohol i
ErkS.Stoeanre, 20. New York City, wai
anened oa the charge of driving
Mary K. KaeMx, Roan Building, reported
taernaUrmaouaaiag in aw Cammack Building The Hictnanai Pin
mined tone psenberi from i
DavM Hart, Bcvwer I
window bad beea broken out oft
by Balk E. sTjaaMack, McGregor Hell, while it
was parked in Lancaster Lot. It was discovered
bar Graphic Easaaaar. valued at $150. has

Sarse Carre*, Dapree HaU,
I of a fin alarm oa las i
Dupree. The Richssoad Pin I
tenanted there was no sign of fin ■
Jeste L. Carres*. Brockton, i
agnofnaokemberaparunanl.Tael
Pan ntwitatnttt aaaaaaasd the near aat Sar
*efamace was fall of debris
Ready Maatay, Apoao't Plli.niiatisi,
reponli
wned that an employee. Tesa SaWwa, bad
I while delrrermg piaxa oa cam-

Daa Saeeks, Brewer Building, reponad a
window had been broken out of e vehicle owned
rjy Stuart W.HaagwJr, Martin Hell, while u
wes perked in the Lancaster Lot b was diecovend20neeiaaa lepai wen nolai vaaaagSlott

Jeyce A. Craft, Brockton, reported an at
Waaaa Oaawrt, raaaar Hal. naotaWan
1 burglary at her residence.
asaJofaatctomanknmyane.TasRiraaanal
Jena a Aaaate Jr., IS, I aiingtoa, was Paa nigiful asn nil ass aeans af an
of pabac itacaJcation.
forlaeveeu-Bof marijuana and carrying a con- lobby

i Graat, O'DcaaaU rial, i
the sound of a vehicle burglar alarm in I
dale Lot. It was determined an unknown obsect
hed been thrown through a shower room wiadow breaking the gkes window.
Tadd M. Daffy, 19.0'Doanall HsIL was
■ ofakaaolaaiaJiialH
Oct. 7:
'.»-«, IS.
i the charge of ermngueaW aM i
Jaa Cay, Toad HaSdsrecaor.
IvJerrle, Todd HaU, eras raieatag $120

Jerry's Car Stereo
Pyle Driuer
Southern Hills Plaza
623-7135

Sympathy

6 PM TO 9 PM ONLY

2

I

be had

Oct. St

Ray Knuckles is a senior journalism major and a Progress staff
writer.

********** 1**********1**********
10 AM TO 1 PM ONLY

mmm
ceaMaaadryaaapon.
Rebecca K. Haaaartf, Brockton, reponad
her apertmeat had beea burglarised. The easpsct took items vabaag S6S2. The *uepect
taraad auasalf m.
Brlaa See* Grata, 20. Rkaianaa, mm
arrested oa las two tnargn of iirimd eianji
burglary.
Waaaa Klaf, Dupree Hall, reported me
•oaad of a fin alarm. The IHiatnmt Pin
nayiman found no sign of amok* or fin.
Dtale Caraalna, Brockton, reported ha*
apartment had beea bnrglnriaed. Misting iuans
valued S277.I0.
Oct4:

OcS.2:
St—toy E. T«M Jr, 36. Laxnaua. ra
arrested on die charge of alcohol mUBUcabon.
JMM tkwmmm '•. Lexington. •»•
arrested on she charge of alcohol waucric..
Jeaale B. Da»a»a irt, 21. 7
raMad oa mc cnergc of wiving l
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BONANZA

Sfo&k' C^cJ^Pn' Sovfxx* • Salad,

TRY OUR REW
Chicken Includes Vour Choice Of
Chicken Monterey
Or
Terlyekl Chicken
Expires I a-20-11

Dinners Include
Choice of Baked Poteto or French Frlee
Plus
Rll Vou Con Eot from Our 05 Item Soled Ber
Rnd
Hot berl
Top It Off with Our Soft Serue Ice Creaml

Eastern By Posf623-8569

"THE POUNDER"
150 WATTS PER CHANNEL
LIST PRICE $315.95

DESIGNED FOR ALL PICKUPS
150 WATTS PER CHANNEL
LIST PRICE 389.95

$199.95

Classifieds

Wa.r salon
y.lon 1,5 Morlh 8ecff^^rieenT»^!Renrre^arne I klm's
1ms Hair
p.m. You know where. I'l be anx- ond St. across from Courthouse.
Student specials: Wet Cuts - guys
iously waiting. Beth
$5.00; girls $8.00. AJeo Perms.
SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMO- Sunbursts 623-5505.
TOR-ESCORT. Energetic person,
(M/F), to furnish all materials for a JOBS IN AUSTRALIA. Immediate
opening for men_and women.
successful promotion. Good PAY
and FUN. Call CAMPUS MARKET- $11.000 to $80,000. Construction.
Manufacturing. Secretarial work.
ING at 1-800-777-2270.
Nurses, Engineering, Sales. Hundreds
of Jobs listed. CALL NOW!
OPPORTUNITY IN THE TRAVEL
INDUSTRY. The #1 college tour (206) 736-7000 Ext. 330A
operator is looking for an efficient,
responsible, and organized campus representative to market a
Spring Break trip on campus. Earn
free trips, and good commissions
while gaining great business experience. For more information call 1 800-999-4300.

$298.50
Keys found on Summit St. Can to
identify at Student Hearth Service.
1761.
On-Campus travel representative
or organization neded to promote
Spring Break trip to Florida. Earn
money, free trips, and valuable
work experience. Call Inter-Campus Programs:1 -800-433-7747

SALES: Party favor firm, A touch of
class, seeking on-campus representative for sales to fraternities/
sororities
during 1988-89 school
CRUISE SHIPS.Now hiring Men
and Women. SumrneriCareer Op- year. Make your own hours and
portunities (w«train). Excellent Pay average $400/month in only 10/
Plus World Travel. Hawaii, Baha- hours/week. Samples, sales mamas. Caribbean. Etc. CALL NOW! terials and training at no cost to
you. Line up an interview with our
(206) 736-7000 Ext. 330 C.
National Recruiter at 1-800-3313891. Ask for Tosha CurraTanqs.
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Professors studying space program,
researching nuclear materials

Progress photo/Charlie Botton

The hazardous waste management crew picks up chemicals at Model.

University has plan for evacuation
and clean-up of hazardous s|pill
By Brent Risncr
News editor
Although a busy interstate, an Army
depot housing nerve gas rockets and a
railroad are all located within 10 miles
of the university, students probably
arcn' t aware of procedures that would
be employed if a hazardous-materials
accident occurred.
Upon receiving a report of a hazardous spill, the university's division
of public safety would dispatch officers to the scene to control spectators
and provide assistance to victims,
according to a plan adopted by the
university.
If necessary, the following state
agencies would be notified: Kentucky Disaster and Emergency Services, the state fire marshal, the stale
radiation control branch, Kentucky
Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, Richmond
Fire Department and the Poison Control Center at Lexington's Central
Baptist Hospital.
Officials in the president's office,
the director of public safety, the director of the physical plant, all vice presidents and the university's radiation
officer would also be contacted.
"After we call all of these local
people, we'd work with them on evacuation and emergency cleanup, and the
state would come in here with their
expertise and equipment,'' Westbrook
said.
"Anytime there was some kind of
terrible spill, it's best just to get away
from it and leave it to the professionals," Westbrook said. "You're not in it
alone. You are to begin with, but it
very quickly becomes a state and local
problem."
A determination would then be
made whether to activate the Emergency Operating Center headed by a

commander, who will organize emergency efforts, according to Larry
Westbrook, safety coordinator for the
university.
Westbrook said the commander
could be a public safety officer or
someone in the president's office.
"It depends on who's available on
campus, and who's got seniority,"
Westbrook said.
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety, said the university has
about 20 authorized police personnel
and about 12 cadet officers, full-time
students who work for public safety
on a part-time basis.
"We have two to five police personnel on duty at any given time,"
Walker said.
Walker said while police officers
aren't experts in any one situation, a
hazardous-materials spill would be
treated no differently than a car accident.
"You get there and establish a police perameter, take care of any injured people, to secure people who
aren't injured, and we're going to see
that the people that notification is given
totheproperauthorities,"Walkersaid.
Westbrook also has a hazardous
materials guidebook prepared by the
U. S. Department of Transportation to
help emergency personnel during the
first 30 minutes of a spill.
Example: A fuel oil spill would
require an evacuation of at least onehalf mile from the scene of the accident
The university can also contact the
Chemical Transportation Emergency
Center to gain immediate advice about
chemicals and the company, or vender, shipping them.
Westbrook and employees of the
university physical plant also have
hands-on experience with hazardous

waste collection and storage.
Periodically, a university pickup
with a truck cap clearly marked
"Dangerous" picks up hazardous and
surplus chemicals at 10 campus locations and stores them in a special room
located below the Ault Building loading dock.
They can be placed in SS-gallon
drums called lab packs that contain a
specific type of hazardous material
like flammables or corrosives.
The windowless room is made of
concrete block and includes explosion-proof electrical systems, sprinklers and an exhaust-ventilation systems.
GSX Inc., a waste management
company based in Columbia, S.C.,
picks up the chemicals in a freightliner
and takes them to a distribution facility in Greenbrier, Term., according to
Teresa Jones, a customer service representative for GSX.
If the chemicals are part of a lab
pack, they are taken to an incinerator
operated by Ensco in Eldorado, Ark. If
it is a bulk material, it would be taken
to Amelia, La., and the Marine Shale
company for disposal.
Westbrook said the local fire departments have gone through training
programs on hazardous materials, and
in case of a spill inside the room,
emergency personnel would have
access to a locked box outside the
room containing information on its
contents.
"They would have a listing of everything in that area so they would
know exactly what they were facing,"
Westbrook added.
Whenever a hazardous spill occurs, the university is required to file a
report with the state Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet.

By Joe KiUin
Staff writer
The physics department at the university is involved in many projects
that may help bring 21 st century technology into our lives.
Dr. David Sousa. a professor of
physics and astronomy, is working on
several projects involving the collision of moving atomic particles with
stationary particles in order to study
the effects.
"I do a lot of work uv heavy ion
nuclear physics," said Sousa, who is
currently working as a consultant for a
project in Oak Ridge, Term.
The whole purpose is to find out
more about the structure of the nucleus of an atom," Sousa said. "That's
a primary goal in nuclear physics, at
least in my area."
"From the structure of the nucleus
— how it rotates, what it's shape is—
you can learn something about the
nuclear forces involved," Sousa said.
Sousa is also working alongside
another nuclear physicist and faculty
member. Dr. Christopher Laird.
In collaboration with the University of Kentucky's physics department.
Laird and Sousa would like to continue state-funded experiments for the
next three years.
"Dr. Sousa and I are working under
a grant from the Kentucky EPSCoR
Program or the Experimental Program
for the Stimulation of Competitive
Research," Laird said. "Along with
the state grant, we are getting external
funding from the National Science
Foundation. That project is a
three-year program to study

proton-induced reactions in elements
tike scandium, vanadium and nickel."
According to Laird, this information will be useful in understanding
radioactive buildups in nuclear and
thermo-nuclear fusion reactors.
"Probably the most scientifically
significant reason for it is... it's useful
in predicting how elements are produced in stellar nucleosynthesis," Laird
said.
In other words, it deals with "the
making of matter in suns and stars and
supernovas and so on," according to
Laird.
Laird said he is currently finishing
a proposal to the National Science
Foundation to continue this work for
another three years.
The funding from EPSCoR is
about $55,000 or $60,000 for three
years, but the total funds needed for
the research to continue for the next
three years will be about $120,000,"
he said.
Laird is also a co-investigator concerning the delayed return of a satellite that has been orbiting the earth
since March of 1984.
They put all kinds of materials
aboard it; then they see what effects
are due to exposure to the environment, such as cosmic rays and atomic
oxygen in the upper atmosphere,"
Laird said.
Because of the explosion of the
1986 shuttle Challenger and other complications, retrieval of the satellite has
been postponed.
"Originally, the satellite was to
come down in March of 1985 and then
April of 1986, about two months after
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the Challenger exploded."
But after four years of waiting.
Laird said the satellite and its project
will possibly be retrieved by the shuttle
flight of Nov. 13.1989.
Laird stressed the need for its retrieval.
"If it's not brought down before the
end of 1990. it's going to come down
on its own," Laird said. "There will be
a big flash in the sky, and there will be
about three hundred experiments lost
and a lot of unhappy scientists all over
the country."
Although some experiments may
be damaged by the long delay, Laird's
project is safe, but others may be ruined.
"Some people may get nothing out
of it," Laird said. "We're very happy
about it. We're going to learn more
about it than we originally planned."
Depending on the return of the
satellite, the samples of nuclear material Laird has aboard it will be observed at the Marshall Space Vax
Center in Huntsville, Ala., and in a
nuclear lab in the Moore Building.
One project the department is eagerly planning involves the Gamma
Ray Observatory due to be placed in
orbit by space shuttle in late 1989 or
early 1990.
"Needless to say. it's already late,"
Laird said.
The Gamma Ray Observatory is
made up of three different detector
systems including the Burst and Transient Source Experiment.
Laird said he hopes that by next
summer a prototype of the detector
can be brought to the university from
Alabama.
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YouVe got to give students

CREDIT
Everyone else does

.

Sheryl Edeka
Progress staff writer'
Students are always trying to
earn credit.
And now that is as simple as
dropping a letter in the mail, a reply
letter sent by one of several companies offering "almost" free credit.
For Sears and Roebuck Co.. the
focus is on future graduates as the
brochure reminds seniors that "Your
Credit Future starts here Before you
gradual*."
Al Petticrcw, of On Campus
Marketing Concepts, a credit card
marketing company, has noticed
the trend and agreed that obtaining
a credit card is much easier for
students these days.
"Oh. yeah, definitely ."Petticrew
said, "the approval rates for students are much higher."
Citing convenience as the primary reason why students decide k>
obtainacreditcard.Peuicrew added
why credit card and finance companies have made it easier for students.
They really want to give the
students a chance." said Petticrew,
a recent Pennsylvania State University graduate. They know that
it's hard to get credit once you're
out of school."
Typically, when applications
from students are turned down, it is
for two reasons — one, because of
insufficient income and two. because of insufficient credit references. The main problem for students is establishing credit," avid
Brack Arquette of Fust Security
Bank in Lexington.
Angela Kenney, a public relations major from Ciucinnatvagreed
that obtaining credit cards while in
college is important to establish a
sound credit foundation later in life.
Kenney has obtained three credit
cards so far Discover (distributed
by Scars), MasterCard and Visa.
Unlike many students, however,
who fall into a debt trap. Kenney
manages her credit card bills in a
round-robin kind of system and
enjoys the sense of responsibility it
gives her.
"I try to rotate them equally, so
I won't owe a lot on one particular

card." she said.
On Campus, which usually recruits students for Visa, MasterCard and sometimes Sprint Long
Distance, uses several methods of
finding student applicants.
One of the most commonly used
ways is to simply let students talk
to students.
The company recently got some
help at this university from the sorority of Alpha Gamma Delta.
Two weeks ago, members of the
sorority were asked to encourage
students to sign up for Visa, MasterCard or both.
For every correctly filled application, the Alpha Gams received
$3.
"We usually get the groups we
use through a referral from the
school," Petticrew said.
"It works pretty well. It all depends on the group and how much
ambition they have."
According to Arquette, who is a
part of the public relations division
of First Security Bank, said once
the applications are submitted from
other banks, they typically take
about 10 days to process.
Students who decide to obtain a
credit card and do get one should
beware of card fraud.
According to a consumer report
recently released from the office of
the sate Attorney General in
Frankfort, consumers were warned
to be careful about the credit card
companies they choose.
According to the report, there
has been a rash of consumer complaints in which people applied for
what they at first thought was Visa
or MasterCard but found out when
they received the card, they were
only allowed to order merchandise
from a brochure with their card.
There are also those who paid
between SIS to $49.95 Cor a processing fee and have yet to receive
anything at all.
Jafmilia Booker, of the mediation branch of the department, said
while there is no way of knowing
how many of the complaints that
come in are from students, more
than 1.600 complaints are coming
into the office every month.

Entries still
sought; saga
continues
Progress staff report

Photo iuatration/Charlie Bohon

"We' ve alerted the Postal Service," Booker said. "Hopefully, by
working with the Justice Department, everything will be taken care
of."
Another form of credit card fraud
isthat of using other people's credit
card number to order merchandise
over the phone.
Booker cited several ways in
which credit card numbers can be

stolen.

"Therearethecarbons." Booker
said. That is why most people ask
for their carbons when they are at
the store."
If allowed to keep the carbons
of the credit card used in a transaction, the cashier could simply copy
the number and order something
by phone.
There are also the scams in which

a person calls a house, telling the
person on the receiving end that he
had ordered something.
According to Booker, the person who placed the call will then
ask the receiver to please read the
numbers on his card in order to
verify.
"People should be conscious of
the facts concerning credit cards,"
Booker said.

On a drizzling, dreary Sunday
night, Maria had wandered into the
Ravine as a path to avoid the
construction in front of Bumham
and Sullivan Halls. Tired from her
long trip from home and lulled by
the hypnotic tapping of the rein,
she fell asleep against one of the
stone benches, only to be awakened
by....
Well, that's what we want to
know.
Entries for The Eastern Progress
finish-the-story are still being
accepted, and will be through
Friday, Oct. 21. In case you've,
forgotten or have misplaced the
Sept. 29 edition of the Progress, ia
which the beginning of the story
apppears, additional copies may be
picked up in the Progress offfice.
Entries are limited to students of
the university. Stories will be
judged on content, creativity and
conclusion. Prizes will, be awarded
for first place ($30), second place
($20) and third place ($10) winners.
These will run in the Oct. 27
edition of the Progress.
Please limit entries to 1000
words. Submittions may be
handwritten or typed and sent to
The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex (next to Model
School). Include a phone number
and address where you can be
reached
If you want additional
information or have any questions
regarding the contest, call Jennifer
Feldman at the Progress office,
622-1872 or 622-1882.
Why not put your creative
talents to work and compose a
conclusion to Maria's predicament?
It could prove rewarding.

Students find work on graveyard shift

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Claude Vaughan, left, Instructs Darin Hart and Chris Posey.

Small classes offer more attention
By Joyce McGrew
Staff Writer
He's in a class all by himself. . .
well, almost.
Senior Darin Hart said he doesn't
mind being one of two students enrolled in Dr. Claude Vaughn's Economics 3S1 class.
According to Vaughan, the class
started off with six people. When one
person dropped the class and the other
three just didn't show up. he moved
the class to his office in the Keith
Building.
Economics 351 is usually taught in
the spring so this is probably the reason so few people signed up for the
class, according to Vaughan.
But he doesn't mind. He thinks
there are many advantages of having
such a small class.
"I'm amazed that I've covered so
much more material," Vaughan said
"I am about three chapters ahead of
what I usually have covered in see average class with 20 students."
But what does Hart think about it?
"At first I was a hole apprehensive
about the whote situation." Hart said.
Tm one of those people who Hre to

hide behind everyone else in the classroom. But now I like it."
Hart said he enjoys the personal attention and relaxed atmosphere of the
class.
"I'm not afraid lo ask questions in
his class. "Hart said. "And I'm really
learning a lot."
This points out the biggest problem
of having a large class, according to
Vaughan.
"Many students are reluctant to ask
the teacher something in class because
it embarrasses them," Vaughan said,
"ma small group, you can pull it out of
them and make sure they understand
the material before going on to something new. And as a result, you accomplish more."
But there are also other ad vantages
of having a small class.
"It encourages me to go to class
because if I Bliss, he knows." Hart
said. The other guy misses quite often, so I'm usually the only one in
there."
But besides the number of students,
it it basically just like any other class,
accordsflg to Hart.

"He doesn't give me any special
attention," Hart said. "If I miss something on a quiz, it's wrong."

Vaughan lectures from the beginning of the period until the very end
and encourages his students to come to
class prepared. And Hart does.
"When you're the only one in class,
you know you're going to get called
on," Hart said. "Like I said, I like to
hide behind everyone else, but you
can't do that"
And that is just the way Vaughan
wants k.
"I've taught classes with 500 students, and there's absolutely no communication atall." Vaughan said "I'm
very sceptical about the ability to learn
in such a huge class. And the whole
purpose of having an education system is so people can learn."
But the most important thing Hart
said he has learned is that professors
are real people, too.
"I like going and uriking to him,"
Hart said. "We can talk about my
fraternity or whatever."
"I used to be afraid of teachers.
now I'm not."

By Heather Yeoman
aad
Jennifer Feldman
It is midnight. The moon shines
brightly above the hushed campus as
Joe Student prepares himself for a
good night's sleep.
He flicks off his light and wraps
himself snugly in the blankets of his
warm bed. Tomorrow is Saturday,"
he thinks. "And I'm going to sleep
until noon."
About the time Joe is closing his
eyes, Mark Hutchens is punching his
time card.
Hutchens works the midnight lo 7
a.m. shift st Best Western three nights
a week.
A senior from Phoenix, Ariz..
Hutchens is triple majoring in corporate finance, marketing and insurance.
He said he took the job five months
ago just to make some extra spending
money.
Hutchens said he usually studies in
the mornings and a couple of hours at
night.
"1 enjoy it," he said.
Hutchens acts as the night auditor.
His duties include balancing the books
and loading a computer with input
from the daily activities.
"I usually have two or three hours
of free time after I get all of my work
done," he said.
Other students who work the graveyard shift don't have that much free
time.
Holly Miller works from 11 p.m.
until 7 a.m. at a focal convenience
store, 40 hours a week. She now carries nine hours of classes—she started
the semester with 12 — and said this
shift is an ideal one for her.
"I have to work this shift," she said.
"It's the only way I can have a social
life."
A typical "day"' for the senior
marketing major from Corbin begins
at 11 p.m. when she goes lo work. She
goes straight to her classes after she
ends her shift at 7 a.m. and gets to
sleep no earlier than 2 p.m.
"I get four hours of sleep—tops—

then I go at it again," she said.
When does she have time to study?
"I don't study. I'm one of those
lucky people who don'i really have to
study a lot for school," she said.
Also, she said, she does not require
much sleep.
I've never been a sleeper so third
shift works out real well," she said.
She has gone without sleep for 52
hours at a stretch before, she sdded.
Her parents "aren't real crazy"
about her working the night shift, she
said, but they understand she needs
the money. Also, she does not have to
worry about scheduling classes around
work.
What does she do with her few free
moments?
"When I get those breaks all 1 want
to do is sleep," she said. "I can sleep
standing up."
Working the night shift can expose
a student to many interesting and unusual sights. Hutchens said he has had
a few interesting experiences while he
was working.
One evening a gentleman staying

at the hotel got picked up for public intoxication close to the hotel. The man
ran to his room and locked himself in
it.
"The police were there for two or
three hours trying to get him out,"
Hutchens said. "It was kind of exciting."
Regina Tussey, a senior from
Paintsville, is currently in training for
the night shift at Knight's Inn.
Tussey, an upper-division medical
technology major, said she took the
job because she needed the money.
She said the hotel tties to schedule
her on the nights before her easy days.
which are Tuesdays and Thursdays
when her only class is from 8 a.m. to 9
a.m.
"I can sleep anytime so I'm not
worried about that." Tussey said.
One of Hutchens' last duties during his shift is to set up a continental
breakfast in the lobby by 6:30 a.m.
At 7 a.m., Hutchens' shift is over
and he prepares to go home to his own
bed.
Joe Student is still asleep.

Progress photo/Bill Lackey

Regina Tussey begins work at 11p.m.
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Activities
SCEC works with
exceptional children
By Ken HoBoway
Activities editor
The Student Council for Exceptional Children is more than a social
organization on campus. The members like lo get together 10 do some fun
activities, but their main goal is to help
and lo teach "special" children.
This is a professional organization for people who are interested in
working with handicapped children
and youth," Esther Leung said, a professor of special education for the
university and adviser for the organization.
Leung, who has been the adviser
for the organizations for more than
five years, said the organization's name
and program is set up not to make
children feel uncomfortable with their
disability.
Leung said because the organization is helping exceptional children,
the club is offering its membership to
anyone on the university campus who
wants to donate some of their time to
work with the children.
"Our organization is not just for
people who are majoring in special
education but for anybody who is interested in this profession or just working
with exceptional individuals," Leung
said. "So, we usually get some people
who are not majoring in special education to con tribute some of their time to
work with the children.'*
"We plan activities that are related
to handicapped or exceptional children. For example, we go the Shriner's
Hospital, Cardinal Hill Hospital, and
we have visited several schools for the
blind. We go to these different places
to do fun activities with them but to
also teach them things that will help
them do better in their daily activities," Leung said.
"We also try to have speakers, who
are professionals serving exceptional
individuals, lo come to our meetings
and to tell us and to show us different
ways we can help these individuals.
Plus, we can learn how different programs are working in helping exceptional children," Leung said.
Leung said the organization had a
meeting Oct. 6 which had three guests
in its meeting to talk about children
who have Downs Syndrome.

Club emphasizes
students' futures

The three speakers were Sandy
Glenn, whose daughter, Hope Glenn,
has the disease, Hope's sister and
Dorothy Gier. a teacher from the New
Perception Inc., which it in northern
Kentucky.
Hope is currently taking pan in a
program called, "Early Intervention
Program for Handicapped and Mentally Retarded Children," and Gier is
one of Hope's early intervention teachers working with her to learn how to
deal with the disease.
The purpose of the meeting was to
demonstrate how three people close to
Hope are learning to work with her
disability and what their daily routine
is like working with Hope.
Leung said the club tries to set up
programs like this that would be interesting and informative to students who
want lo learn more about the treatment
and education of exceptional children.
But the organization does not always focus on the serious side of the
treatment of exceptional children. The
organization also likes to do fun activities for the children.
For example, Leung said the organization is going to have a special
Halloween party for the children at
Shriner's Hospital Nov. 3.
Leung said the activities the organization is doing and the fund-raisers the members are setting up for this
year couldn't have been done without
the help of this year's officers.
One of the fund-raisers the organization has started is selling sweat shirts.
The sweat shirts say, "Teachers
have Class" and "Love A Teacher—
t's Educational," which was used for
last year's sweat shirts.
Leung said the organization has
had an increase of membership over
the last three years.
She said she wasn't exactly sure
why the membership has increased,
but she did say the members are getting a lot of hands-on experience about
learning how to deal with exceptional
children.

Progress photo/Brant Risnar

A friendly game of cricket
Richard Quieros, 21 and sophomore from Bexleyheath,
England, participated in a cricket game at the Model
baseball field Sunday involving international students.

Cheerleader follows
mom to university

Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
Everett Givers, one of the newest
additions to the university's cheerleading squad, sees cheerleading as a
sport
"I picked cheerleading because it
was a sport where I could use my
gymnastics' ability to the best advantage,'' Givens said.
Givens can be seen hoisting his
She also said with the programs the partner, Beth Gay, up into the air at
organization has set up, she doesn't every university football and basketsee why the number won't increase in ball game.
the near future.
During the two years that he
cheered in high school, Givens managed to set several county records in
gymnastics and place first in the vault
Men
on the county wide level.
1. Casanova 4-0
1. Lambda Chi Lil Sis 3-0
During his senior year, Givens also
2. Untouchables 5-0
made several visits to the university to
2. Kappa Delta 1-2
give the cheerleading squad pointers.
3. Sigma Pi 'A' 3-0
3. Pi Beta Phi 0-2
"I was looking forward to trying
4. Lambda Chi Alpha 'A' 4-0
for a scholarship lo Eastern in gym5. Beer Duty 4-0
nastics.'' Givens said. "I heard they
6. Brownstones's Boys 4-0
were pretty good."
7. Lost Boys 3-0
By the time that Givens had gradu8. The Ark 4-1
ated from high school in the spring of
1987, the university gymnastics team
9. Cosmonauts 3-1
had disbanded.
10. Phi Delta Theta TV 2-1

Intramural Flag Football Top 10
Women

During his freshman year at the
university, personal problems prevented him from trying out.
Now after four weeks of practice,
Givens remembers the tryouts with a
smile.
"Tryouts were nerve racking!"
Givens said half-jokingly with a
groan,"because they never specified
how many they would take, so it was
head-to-head competition."
"I was very happy," he said of
finding out that he had made firstalternate position on the team.
Givens, a member of Omega Psi
Phi fraternity, also has the distinction
of being the first black cheerleader in
six years.
"I am honored that I could represent myself, my fraternity and the Mack
students as well as the university,"
Givens said.
He credits his progress in gymnastics to his sister, his mother and his
coach in high school. Donna Robinson, who was also a cheerleader for
the university.
"She just made me go for it and
realize how much talent I had," he
said.

up a computer in the Powell Building
By Tammy Howard
that allowed students to teat their geStaff writer
Fifteen students get together to ography knowledge. Also last year,
we worked with some Model Lab
sociaHir.
The meeting could be one made up students helping them with a balloon
of close friends or made up of the release. Both activities were helping
residents of a particular residence hall others learn more about geography,"
floor. Rarely would such a gathering Cash said.
Dr. David Zurich, a ptofeaaui of
have anything to do with the 15 indigeography and planning at the univerviduals' futures.
However, when Ihose 15 students sity, is the adviser of Gamma Theta
are the members of Gamma Theta Upsilon He said that all of the club's
Upsuon, chances are the meeting could projects pointed to at least one of their
five purposes.
have a lot to do with the future.
"Our purposes are to provide a
"Our club allows people who study
geography to compare their thoughts common organization for those interand ideas about current goings-on in ested in geography, to strengthen stuthe area of geography," said Cynthia dent and professional training in the
Cash, president of Gamma Theta area, lo advance the professional study
Upsilon and a senior from Mount of geography, to encourage student
research, and lo raise funds for graduVemon majoring in geography.
Leslie Powell, vice president of the ate research," Zurich said.
Zurich agreed that many of the
club and a senior from Richmond
majoring in environmental health, club's projects occur during National
Geography Awareness Week in Noagreed.
"We try to get people majoring in vember.
"The purpose of that nationally
geography or a related area more involved with others — students and celebrated week is to promote geograteachers—interested in the same areas. phy learning and awareness, which is
It really encourages you to keep your exactly what we try lo do," he said.
In order to be eligible to join Gamma
grades up and to keep up with current
Theta Upsilon. a student must have
events." Powell said.
Powell said many times the club completed at least three geography
helped raise students' spirits up, espe- classes and have maintained a B average in those courses.
cially with the food.
Members must also have paid a
"Well, last yearduring finals week,
we all got together and brought food to total of $25 in dues—$5 to the local
study together over in the Roark Build- organization and $20 to the national
ing. It made all of us feel a little better one. However, once in the club, studuring that hectic time, I think," she dents don't seem to mind the cost
said.
"It has given me a chance to get to
Yet, even though it may sound like know so many people in my area.
the club benefits only its members, Plus, it is a lot of fun since we do
past projects show that is not the case socialize quite a bit" Cash said "Last
stall.
year, for instance, we got to travel to
"Last year in November during several tourist areas in the state, like
Geography Awareness Week, we set Keeneland, which was a lot of fun."
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Chosun Cats provide
students with exercise
ByKraHoftmay
Activities editor
There are many different activities
on campus students can choose to parlie kwie in to take their mind off problems.
Students can play >T«TltmH or
volleyball in the Begley gyms. They
can participate in the many activities
the intramural department provides
for mem, or they might decide they
want to jog a few laps around the Tom
Samuels Track.
There are 18 to 25 students who
wanted to do something differenL They
are participating in an organization
that can lake their minds off their
problems and help give their bodies
the best workout they can possibly
get, also.
These students are achieving this
kind of workout by joining the Chosun
Cats—Tie Kwan Do cub sponsored
by the university ROTC department.
Capt. Seford CMsen, who is teaching ROTC for the first time at the
university and has taken over as the
adviser position for the club, said this
is just one of four co-curricular programs the ROTC department sponsors.
The other clubs are the judo team,
the RangerClub/Ranger Challenge and
the Drill Team.
CMsen said the Tae Kwan Do club
does not have just ROTC cadets participating in the organization; other
students on campus participate in the
club.
"Membership is not limited to just
ROTC cadets but to any students who
are interested m the Tae Kwan Do
style of karate. In fact, only two
members from the ROTC program are
currently participating in the organization," CMsen said.
The club usually meets from 4:30
p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Mat Room in Alumni Coliseum.

Otacn—Vlihfnrganliai ton charges
aboutSlOasemesterforclub fees, and
the club doesn't require the purchase
of a lot of expensive equipment.
This amount helps to pay for the
cost of replacing various pieces of
equipment the club might use. The
club is totally self-sufficient .and the
club doesn't get any generate funds
from me university." Olsen said. "If
you look at the cost, it's $10 a semester versus about SSO a month to belong
to a karate club outside the campus."
"The members are learnings closecontact style of karate. The members
are currently being taught by the senior, brown belt members of the organization, and they are working to bring
the lower belt members of the organization to the higher level," Olsen said.
CMsen said the club is open for both
men and women, and he said the club
has about three women members involved with the club.
He also said the club does travel to
various meets both in state and out of
state, but he said the main requirement
for this is each member has to pay his
or her own way to the meets.
Even though CMsen said he doesn't
participate in the actual teaching of the
karate class, his role is still important
for the organization's survival.
"As the adviser for the club, I help
in the management of the club's
budget When the club does make
money, the money is deposited to the
university in an account for Chosun
Cats," CMsen said.
"I also make sure the standards of
the organization are maintained. I try
to visit with the members of the club
about once or twice a month and to
talk to the president and the treasurer
of the club to make sure everything is
going all right and that they are not
having any problems," CMsen said.

the rules the ROTC department and
die intramural department have set up
for the club.

"Because the club is being sponsored by the ROTC program, we do
require arid expect the members of the
organisation to act ma high degree of
professionalism and that they are
people who will bring credit to both
the university and to the ROTC program." CMsen said.
CMsen said he would like to see
more cadets participate in the club, but
he said the cadets have other activities
and responsibilities. They probably
won't have much time to participate in
the organization.
CMsen said each member of theclub
can challenge for one belt each semester if the instructor and his help feels
the person challenging for the next
belt is ready to compete at the next
level. The club tries to maintain a high
standard of excellence.
"This is an organization that is as
much mental preparation as it is the
actual physical aspect of karate. That
was something I was very concerned
about because very frequently the
mental aspect of karate is left out of
the sport So, the club's main objective is to stress die menial aspect of the
sport," Olsen said.
Olsen said no prior experience is
required of people to join the club.
The only thing the people need is
the desire to come out and the will to
work hard in practice," Olsen said.
Olsen said the organization does
not require its members to go to all of
the practices. But he said if a person
wants to become good at what he is
doing, he needs to go to as many
practices he can.
"The more you practice, the more
proficient you become and the more
Olsen said he also wants to make quickly the proficiency will arrives,"
sure the club is operating according to Olsen said.

Grand Canyon trip planned
Progress staff report
The division of intramural programs is sponsoring a great outdoor
spring break alternative to the Grand
Canyon from March 18-25.
The group will be headed by Wayne
Jennings, director of intramural pro-

grams; Doug Reynolds, associate
professor, and Anton Recce, a graduate assistant
In order to secure reservations for
the trip, it is necesary to make the first
deposit before Wednesday.
The first installment will be $200

because reservations need to be made
for the accommodations. This price is
non-refundable.
People interested in the trip can
contact the personnel who work in the
division of in tram ural programs ai6221244. or drop by Room 202 of the
Begley Building.

Progress photo/Bill Lackey
A visitor from the past?
University students were treated to a Civil War history lesson sponsored by the
ROTC department

ampus clips
Run planned
Registrations are now being accepted for the university 5K Homecoming Run. People interested in the
ran can sign up for S10 by today. The
race is scheduled to begin at 10:30
a.m. Saturday at the intersection of
Lancaster and Barnes Mill roads. The
entry forms must be turned in at the
division of intramural progiains in
Room 202 of the Begley Building.
The race is being sponsored by Ron
House and Associates Financial Planning and Insurance in Richmond.

Nominations wanted

Concert tickets available

Forms to nominate teacher of the
month at the university will be available in various instructional buildings
on campus for students to fill out and
to turn in. Nominations will be collected from 9 ajn. to 2:15 pjn. from
Oct. 17-27. The nominations are being
sponsored by the Mortar Board Senior
Honor Society.

Keith Sweat will be in concert at 8
tonight in Alumni Coliseum. Tickets
will be available at the Coates cashier's
window from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
tickets will costS 10 with a student ID
and $12.50 without a student ID.

Aerobic classes offered

Aerobic classes are now available
from 4:45 p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday in the Weaver Dance
Studio. The class is taught by a certified instructor at a cost of $30 for 20
Group meets tonight
The Alzheimer's Disease support sessions. For more information, call
622-1244.
group will hold a meeting at 7:13
tonight at the First Christian Church in Writing materials needed
Richmond. The guest speaker will be
Students are invited to submit maDr. Stanley Saxe, professor for the terial for the fall issue of the university
college of dentistry at the University International Magazine. Send poems,
of Kentucky. He will speak on "Keep- stories, articles, recipes and other
ing the Older Person's Mouth materials of an international nature to
Healthy."
Keith 140.

Club plans meeting
The Philosophy Club presents "Socrates and Jesus" by Dr. George
Nordgulen, a university professor far
the department of philosophy and religton.at7:30p.m.Oct.26intheClark
Room of the Wallace Building.

ID cards available
Permanent ID cards to replace temporary cards made during registration
are now available to be picked up in
Room 128 of the Powell Budding.
You must bring your temporary card
in order to pick up your

0*

nfie sisters ofMpka §amma *Ddta
are proud to announce the initiation of:

HOMECOMING '88

Christina- Ttarie Armstrong
Ttelinda Kathleen Nichols
ftubtj Renee JCinzer
Katrine* Louise Scanned
Victoria sArlette Sears

Congratulationsi W* Cove you aft!!

ISITYT
PEASTI
•EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
RICHMOND, KY

presents live...in concert

Keith Sweat

^

ej9'"In The Rain" •!•
"Right And A Wrong Way"
Something Just Ain't Right'
"I Want Her"

TOM'S PIZZA

-Troop

[

Home of the "Five Pound-i"

HOMECOMING SPECIALS

Rob

12" Pizza
With 1 Topping

&<££>
E-Z

Rock

It Takes Two"

S4.65

ALUMNI COLISEUM
14" Pizza
With 3 Toppings

$7.40
GOOD LUCK.XOCONELS!
(323-8720

My Heart" • "Mamacifa1

FREE DELIVERY

623-8772

TONIGHT! 8 P.M.
EKU Student
Tickets
$10.50

All Other
Tickets
$12.50

For More Info
Call (606)
622-3855

Tickets Available At All (l) Ticketron Outlets & Coliseum Box Office
Opens 12 Noon Day Of Show
Presented by EKU Center Board in conjunction with Longhart Productions
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Arts/ Entertainment
'Bimbo advertising'
prominent in media

Murder, Presley's
ghost featured in
Arlington Mystery

By Bobbi French
Staff writer
Murder. Suspense. Terror. All
the elements of a hair-raising mystery. What could possibly be more
exciting than watching an old Sherlock Holmes movie trying to
discover, "Who done if?"
For those with a keen sense of
awareness when it comes to uncovering a suspenseful mystery, the
Arlington House Mystery win allow you to test your sleuthing skills
Oct21.
You can be the detective, asking
questions to all suspects in your efforts to pin the crime on the guilty
person.
Jamie Ham on, conference coordinator at the university, is an actor
in the Arlington House Mystery.
Hamon said the mystery is like a
play, but the audience is on stage
with you.
Hamon added that another actor, Madame Claire Voyant will
conduct a seance to contact the
spirit of El vis Presley. The purpose
is to find out about a crime that
happened at Arlington a long time
ago.
"Madame Claire Voyant uses
the ghost of Elvis Presley, who she
brings forth through another person," Hamon said.
Still another actor in the mystery is Mason Smith Smith will
portray M. Mason Delaphane, a
small-town banker in Clairmount
County. Dclaplanc is the person
through Elvis Presley's spirit talks.
Smith said, "He (Delaplane)
does have this affliction that seems
to be caused by some residence
between his spirit and the spirit of
the departed Elvis."

orae

Hamon encourages the part-time
detectives to wear 50s- and 60sstyled clothes. Hamon said that in
the past, it was "hard to figure out
who amongst them is the actor and
who are the participants."
A prize will be given to the
person or group who comes the
closest to discovering the correct
motive, murderer and means,
Hamon said.
Everyone will arrive at Arlington for an occasion, such as the
reading of a will. A person will
allegedly be murdered, and the
participants will ask questions to
the actors. The actors will leave
clues throughout the time frame for
the participants to discover, Hamon said.
Smith said the participants really get involved. During a play
Smith was in, an actor pretended to
be dead, and a lady in the crowd
screamed, "I'm a nurse, I'm going
to give this person CPR!"
The detective firmly said, "No
lady, this person is dead."
Hamon first became interested
in this while attending Transylvania University. She read that this
was popular in England, and she
thought it would be a "nifty thing to
try."
Hamon said the actors have to
"improvise on the theme." She said
since she works with participants,
not everything goes according to
plan.
In another play, Hamon said she
was supposed to move a 3-foot
statue of a devil from one room to
another. The guests kept following
her around, so she couldn't move
the statue.
Finally, she wrapped the statue
in a towel and "had to duck into a
closet" for 20 minutes, Hamon said.
Hamon said her favorite part of
any mystery is when the victim's
body is outlined with chalk.
Hamon added that we live in
"btoodtiiirsty race. " People love
murders and mysteries.
The Arlington House Mystery
is an "escape from reality" because
it gives people a chance 10 act out
murders, Hamon said.
Sponsored by the division of
special programs, the Arlington
House Mystery will limit the number of participants to SO. For more
information, call 622-1444.
Reservations are required and
must be prepaid by Friday. The
cost is $35.00 per person, but only
those over 21 may enroll.

So far we have looked at several
options in musical enjoyment This
great availability of musk to even the
poor is a nice side of reality in a
capitalistic society.
However,-we can't have our cake
and eat it too—there's a great big bad
side to the music-for-money system.
I call this music marketing, and
when it gets really bad. it is one of the
most disgusting practices in the whole
of the Western world.
Today in MTV land, itdoesn'trcaily
matter how well one can play. All that
matters is how well or funny or shocking one looks on a television screen.
There are several ways to attack
this monster, but let's start by looking
at the element of bimbo advertising
evident in many forms of pop-musk
marketing.

Swinging tO the MUSiC

Use the Progress to send your
message out to over 10,000
readers In the Richmond areal
Call 622-1872 for details.
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Progress photo/Bill Lackey

Kimiko Gunji, professor of art and design at the University
of Illinois, performed her Kabuki Dance Oct. 6 in the Keen
Johnson Building as pan: of the university's East Asian
Culture Festival.

You have probably seen the ads for
the American Express card that are all
ewer campus. "How To Make A Hit,"
they say, in big letters.
I guess the company thought that it
needed a real attention-getter as well
because the focal point of the whole
layout of this ad is a ridiculous photo
of a "hot-looking" bimbo with a guitar, just rockin' herself crazy.
This potter sure caught my attention, but for the wrong reasons. It
certainly blew my image of American
Express to shreds.
This poor woman looks like she
came straight out of a modeling catalog called "Fail-Safe Poses for Hooking Adolescent Males."
She's wearing what I guess are
supposed to be "hot" stockings and
smiling like she just sat on her mom's
best chocolate cake.
The first time I saw this great feat
of advertising, I laughed all the way
across campus.

These guys must be living in a
dream world," I thought "Nobody
falls for that kind of ad. People choose
a credit card by using their common
sense, not by who's got the beat-looking bimbo."
Suddenly, I slopped laughing. I
realized that I am the only poor fool
living in a dream world.
I've seen this type of ad in guitar
magazines having some chick who's
not half as pretty as she thinks she is,
fawning all over some hot-rod lead
guitar.
"Now you've really gone over the
deep end," you may tell me. No way,
man! bimbo advertising is real! Just
flick on MTV for a minute!
Lets lake Li ta Ford as Exhibit A,
Lovely Liu is a good rock guitarist
who cut her teeth learning all the old
classics by groups like Deep Purple.
Unfortunately, she was only known
to other guitarists and hard-core headbangers . Her first solo album received
very link national attention.
Enter bimbo advertising!
All she had to do for her latest
album was to dress up in a slinky black
dress with a breath-taking decoUeuge
for the cover.
Then she writhed all over the screen
in several racy MTV videos, and
BIMBO BINGO! Now. she's a star!
There are many, many bands that
wondered, "How to make a hit?" Unfortunately, there are counuess consumers out there who choose musk by
who's got the best-looking bimbo —
not by using their common sense.
Phil Todd is a graduate student in
music composition and theory.
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Weaver, apes, photography make
'Gorillas' a refreshing change

Play it again, teach

Progress photo/Lash* Young

Faculty members (from left to right) Alan Staples, Richard
Crosby and John Roberts were among the performers at the
Faculty Cameo Recital held Tuesday in Gifford Theater.
Other performers were Perry Smith and Jacqueline Roberts.

Toe tapping a nifty
way to earn a grade
By Sberyl Ed«kn
Staff Writer
Have you ever dreamed of dancing
on stage before a live audience or
seeing your name it print as one of the
stars in a dance recital?
Or are you one of the unfortunate
who simply have a dream to dance
without looking like a klutz?
If your fantasies fit either one of
these descriptions, then THE 283,
Dance for the Stage I and THE 385,
Dance for the Stage II are for you.
Taught by professional choreographer Homer Tracy, these classes are
open to anyone who wishes to take
them.
Tracy, who has been a professor at
the university for six years, teaches
both classes and has danced for more
than 22 yean.
Both classes encompass the styles
of jazz, ballet, lyrical jazz and some
tap.
Each of the classes however, be-

gins the same format.
First, there is a 20-minute warm up
that Tracy views as essential.
"A dancer is an athelete, and in
order to move, his muscles must be
warmed," Tracy said.
Next are exercises designed to develop technique and coordination.
This photography also captures the
Finally, the class finishes up with a
gorillas' personalitifa and lifestyles
dance combination.
well. Supposedly, some of the gorillas
Tracy is also trying to dispel the were actually people in monkey suits,
myth that dance is just for females.
"When I taught at Western and
Morehead, coaches have sent football
and basketball players over to class,"
Tracy said." It was mainly to develop
agility and coordination and basically
strengthen the leg muscles."
"I'm sure there are many dancers
and interested students across campus
who would like to dance but think that
the classes are only for theater and
performing arts majors," Tracy said.
"They're not Dance is for everyone."

* Loretta Wallace, graduate student in musk education and mezzo soprano, will present a graduate voice recital at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Gifford
Theater. Her recital will include hermit songs by Samuel Barberandasong
composed by Mozart The concert is free of charge.
* Acclaimed pianist Eugene Pridonoff will present a recital at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday inGifford Theater. It willfeature works of Beethoven, Schoenberg, Brahms and Schubert The concert is free of charge.
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but k is hardly noticeable.
Bat die film has more to offer.
For one Sting, FOssey s interest m
the gorillas is certainly different, but it
is never unbelievable. And it is never
treated as a parody.
It is also a character study of sorts,
but it leaves a certain amount of mystery about Fossey and what drove her
to become so obsessed.
And it is s story about a woman's
struggle to save a species, her methods
ranging from extreme to out-and-out
bizarre.
Weaver's performance as Fossey
is one of the best this year, ranging
from sincere compassion to unrelenting fury. She is certain to earn an Oscar mMnination for the role.
la movies with such a dominant
lead role, however, it takes a lot for die
supporting characters to crawl out of
the woodwork. And, In this movie,
they don't.
Weaver has a love affair win a
photographer played by Bryan Brown,

ByPhilTodd
Contributing writer
The university's Symphony Orchestra will present its fall concen at
7:30 p.m. Oct. 24 in Brock Auditorium.Theconcertwill feature the works
of a renowned opera composer and be
performed by a prominent member of
the university's music department
The Orchestra will perform a variety of works, including some by
Beethoven and the national hymn of
Finland.
The high point of the concert,
however, will probably be the final
piece.
The Concerto No. 2 in D Major
(1980) by the American composer Lee
Hoiby, features Richard Crosby, instructor in the university's music department, as piano soloist with die
orchestra.

r

FREE

This will only be the
ance of this concerto and the first by a
pianist other than the coanpeerr hiraselfHoiby was born in 1926 in MaaV
ton. Wit., and studied piano at tan
University of Wiscoasrn.
^ ^
At the constant urging of a Mend,
Hoiby accepted an invitation to study
with composition professor Gtan-Carlo
Menotti at the Curtis lastiuue. He has
been composing ever since.
Hoeby is best known as an
composer. Hat first opera.
And Smoke," baaed on a play by
Tennessee Williams, was pwsneaied
in 1970. His most recent opera. The
Tempest" it based on the poem by
William Shakespeare.
In 19S0, Crosby was one of two
graduate students chosen to create a
piano program for the university's

evening college, and from 1981
BwOUgh 1986, he hat maintained a
private studio in the conservatory's
preparatory department.
Crosby has already performed
Hoiby 'i Ten Variations on a Schubert
r, and one of his graduate piano
i performed Hoiby's Nocturne
lastyear.
In the process of gathering research
for aat doctorate, Crosby interviewed
aas composer at his home in upstate
New York during the summer of 1985
and again the following summer.
"Lee Hoiby is good-natured, and
modest" Crosby said. "I had expected
this impenetrable legend, but he
t't put on airs. He is a very nice

chestra, which won a Pulitzer Prize in
the early sixties." Crosby said. "This
is a good chance to hear something
extremely rare. It has never been recorded, and this will be only the third
performance. In fact, I am the only
other pianist besides Hoiby whoknows
the piece."
Crosby said he is excited and nervous about performing the work.

•"This is a great responsibility," he
said. "The concerto is very well-written for piano—you can tell that it was
written by a phenomena! pianist It is
very tuneful and melodious, in the
romantic style, with motivic unity
within the sections, and there is some
nice counterpoint and imitation in the
"This may be the best piano con- orchestra. Hoiby demonstrates trecerto by an American composer since mendous control of tension and reBarber's Concerto for Piano and Or- lease throughout the work."
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very little details are given about
Weaver's murder at the end.
But this is not the primary focus of
the film. Director Michael Apted set
out to make a movie about a woman
who was very driven and did everything she could to save this species.
And, by the end of the movie, the
audience learns more about the gorillas and sympathizes with them.
"Gorillas in the Matt" is a very
well-made movie that draws the viewer
into the story and never leu him go. It
is not a homage to "National Geographic.'' It is a unique story put together in an equally unique way.
And uniqueness is one thing that
has become rare in the movies.

At 9:15 A Matin** Sunday at 3

HURTSTOmNG!

&T~

On the
Lookout

for example.
The affair was probably necessary
to show how she gave up everything
far her work, but it is also a very
generic Hollywood romance, one that
has merely been pulled off the shelves
and dusted off.
Other supporting characters come
and go but hold little interest Weaver
and *V gorillas are by Car the moat
interesting characters in the movie and
everyone else pales in comparison.
The movie also leaves many loose
ends. Little is explained about
Weaver's fiancee back in the States;
little effort is given to explain to the
audience about the war occurring in
ths country during Weaver's visit and

Professor, composer collaborate for
future Symphony Orchestra concert

What's happening
a**********************'

I

It seems that few movies in Hollywood are made about animals. And
the ones that do feature animals as
their focus usually cram cutcsiness
down everyone's throat so bluntly,
they can hardly come up for sir.
"Gorillas in the Mist," however, is
anything but cutesy. Rather, it shows
the gorilla species as a race with distinct traits and unique personalities. In
fact, the gorillas in the film emerge as
more interesting characters than most
of the people in it
The film stars Sigourney Weaver
as Dian Fossey, a woman who quits
her job and leaves her fiancee to go to
Africa and study gorillas.
It is a true story about this woman's
fanatical obsession with the species,
which led to her giving up virtually
everything to be with them and eventually being brutally murdered, s case
that is yet to be solved.
As Fossey's passion for the animal
increases, she attacks azookeeper in a
restaurant; shemaaqueradesasawitch
to ward off tribes that kill the gorillas
and sell their heads, hands and feet
The photography in "Gorillas in
the Mist" isexcellem. The movie could
probably succeed on that basis alone.
Not since "Out of Africa" has Africa
been photographed so well.
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We copy, collate, bind, staple, fold, cut,
drill, and pad.
We make enlargements, reductions,
transparencies, and overlays.
We have typewriters, layout facilities, and
design assistance.
We take passport and I.D. photos.
We sell paper, pens, tape, and other office
supplies.
We are open early, open late, and open
Saturdays.
We are your one-stop copy shop.
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Colonels
demolish
Austin Peay
56-10

*

Avoiding turnovers
will be key to winning
for university team

By Jeff Newton
Sports editor
It was close for about one full quarter of football, but after that, i t was al 1
Eastern Kentucky University; the
Colonels blistered the Governors from
Austin Peay Stale University 56-10
and pushed the young Governor defense all over the field for more than
600 yards in total offense.
It was a game of statistical amazement.
Two Colonel backs encompassed
the 100-yard rushing mark, and another rushed seven yards short of 100
yards.
In all, the Colonel rushing game
steamrolled an impressive 398 yards
total.
Freshman fullback Tim Lester had a
mild workout, barely breaking a sweat
in his seven rushes.
Lester rushed for an impressive 145
yards and sat out the second half after
scoring a touchdown, allowing for
teammate William Dishman to steal
some of the spotlight.
Dishman, who made his second
appearance in a Colonel uniform,
rushed for 93 yards and scored his first
college touchdown.
From a scoring standpoint, junior
tailback Elroy Harris was the man to
watch, tying a university scoring record with four touchdowns.
Harris scored his first and the
game's first at the 11:40 mark of the
first quarter. The Colonels look a 6-0
lead, after a missed conversion by
place-kicker James Campbell and went
to work on the Austin Peay offense.
The Colonels got the ball back and
with less than seven minutes to go in
the first quarter, Harris scored his
second touchdown of the game.
But the Governors were not ready
to roll over and throw in the towel.

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Calvin Gillis was crunched during a run this weekend at Austin Peay.
After a change of possession, the
Governors tried to advance the football but came up short after three
downs.
Witha fourth and-oncsituation, the
Colonel defense went hard for a block,
but Austin Peay's upback, Marty
Statcn, snatched the center's snap and
went for the extra yard
He didn 't get the extra yard needed
for a first down.
He got 59-yards, instead.
He went right down the middle of
the rush and was barely challenged in
his 59-yard scamper for the first and
last Austin Peay touchdown.
It was the brightest segment of the
evening for the Governors.
But the turning point of the game
came in the very next set of downs.
A little over a minute later, Lester
broke free for 38 yards after a threeplay drive and shut the door on the
Governors for good.

"I think that was the key. We came
With 1:08 left in the first quarter, back after they scored, and then we
the Governors' Tom McMillan kicked scored and that really helped us a lot,"
a 47-yard field goal and rejuvenated head coach Roy Kidd said.
the hope of the Austin Peay offense.
"We really showed a lot of charac-

Mrs. Stanton \
Palm & Card
Reading

Logan Entertainment
Mobile Sound and
Light Show

have proven to be the deciding factors
in close games for the Colonels.
From this point on in the season,
such mistakes could cost the Colonels
a shot at making the playoffs.
Asa team, the Colonels will ha veto
adjust and not give the ball up. Some
players, who normally aren't criticized
for their play, will have lo keep their
Jeff Newton
hands on the ball.
Junior tailback Elroy Harris is one
It is midseason for football, and if of those fellas.
the Colonels are to go to the NCAA
Hanis has fumbled the football
Division I-AA playoffs, they are going several times this season during cruto have to get down to business.
cial drives. In a close game, like that of
No more playing around. The rest the Western Kentucky University
of the season won't be like Austin game, a Harris turnover could prove
Peay Stale University.
costly.
Another talent that needs to be
The Colonels are going to have to
win the Ohio Valley Conference, and reminded to hold on to the oval-shaped
to do that, they are going lo have to quit pigskin is Tim Lester.
turning the ball over.
Lester has had problems holding
The first test comes this weekend, on to the ball all season.
When he holds on to the football,
at homecoming where the Colonels
face Tennessee Technological Univer- his running proves successful, but
when he coughs it up, he coughs it up
sity.
bad.
How many times the Colonels go to
A word to Lester.
Murray Stale University and win?
Hold on to the ball, Tim. You look
Not as often as we would like. But like you might be carrying the football
Tennessee Tech did win at Murray. a lot for the remainder of the season.
And to sophomore quarterback
So, if anyone out there expects the
university lo just roll over Tennessee Lorenzo Fields: Please don't pilch the
Tech this weekend, he'd better think football over Elroy's head like in the
Austin Peay game.
again.
One thing is for certain.
This game will be closer than most
If the Colonels keep turning the
people'would expect
football over, their season will be
I'm not so worried about the Coloshort They won't win games by givnels' schedule. They have proved theming the other team the football. '
selves in this conference long before I
The Colonels thus far have beaten
was around.
themselves this year.
What I am concerned with is the
Let's hope that ends.
ability of the Colonels to lose.
They have proved it this year already.
Progress staff report
I'm not talking about the Delawares
The women's basketball team is in
or the Austin Peays or for that matter,
need of a manager.
even the Tennessee States.
Students interested in filling the
I am worried about the teams that position should contact Angelo Botta
have the ability to keep the game close at622-2132.
because this year, the real close games
The job will entail some work with
have been won by Colonel opponents. video taping, but students do not need
Missed field goals, missed extra to have experience in this field to
points, fumbles and interceptions all apply.

Par...
for the course

ter." he added.
Harris scored his third touchdown
by half time, and it looked as though a
long standing university record was
going to fall.
But Kidd decided to let the younger
players have their shot.
Harris added his fourth touchdown
in the last quarter.
A statistic the Colonels will hope to
avoid this weekend is turnovers. Harris fumbled the ball again, and Fields
threw an interception.
The score could have been a lot
worse than the scoreboard indicated.
Kidd's lop players were turning the
ball over too much.
"It bothers me whenever any of my
players turn the ball over." Kidd said.
However, Dishman has played two
games and has yet to cough the football up the the opposing team.
"That's one thing I like about him;
he can hold on to (he football," Kidd
said.
From a kicking perspective, the

Colonels never had to punt the football.
Campbell looked shaky again on
kickoff and with extra points, but he
did have a chance to get back some
needed confidence in his kicking game.
The Colonel defense also played
well, allowing only 234 yards total on
the night.

Basketball try outs
Progress staff report
The men's university basketball
team will hold tryouts Oct. 17 for
students interested in playing in this
year's upcoming season.
The tryouts will be on the main
court of Alumni Coliseum and will be
held at 5:30 a.m.
Those interested in trying out should
report at this time and bring their own
equipment
Tryouts for the Lady Colonels will
be from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m. Oct. 15 on the
main court in Alumni Coliseum.
Interested students also need to
bring their own equipment
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Hockey team beats Louisville
By Jeff Cheek

The university allowed U of L only on the goal line.
Last year, the Colonels upended
one other scoring opportunity the
Despite the unintentional block of Southwest Missouri to wki the MTdthe shot, the Colonels were called for west Conference Tournament
The Colonels' field hockey team remainder of the game.
a
penalty. St. Louis slipped the free
-H should be two very
defeated rival University of Louisville
"We didn't play particularly well
4-1 and dropped a 1-0 decision to 19th against Louisville. Especially the first shot by freshman goalie Tracey Oke, matches." Sharpleas ssid.
ranked St. Louis University in action half as we didn't play very well as a for the game's only goal.
play this past weekend at Hood Field. team." Coach Linda Sharpies* said.
"We played a greet game against
Remaining games
St.
Louis," Sharpless said. "It was a
"But we improved our play in the
The Colonels, now 6-5-1 for the
season, woke up in the second half to second half, and our performance was game we could have and should have Oct 15 Southeast Missouri
won. We had some good scoring opovertake and dominate U of L in their much better." she added.
Southern Illinois
portunities,
but we just couldn't make
Scoring twice for the Colonels was
match Friday but fell victim to a bad
break in their game against St. Louis senior Karen Tatum. Joining Tatum in the shots."
Coo tribatiag writer

Saturday.

the scoring was seniors Jill Murphy
and Cheri Hoff, each collecting a goal
Against U of L, the Colonels came
apiece.
out flat. The Cardinals took advantage
But in the Colonels' second game
of the slow start scoring five minutes against St. Louis, the Colonels fell
into the game.
victim to some bad luck.
A shot on goal deflected off two
But that was the only bright spot for
the Cardinals, as the Colonels came sticks and caromed off the head of
out and dominated the rest of the game. senior Julie Potter, who was standing

The Colonels now heed into the
toughest stretch of games to date this
coming weekend as they tangle with
Midwest Independent Conference foes
Southwest Missouri Stale University
and Southern Illinois University Saturday.
Bom games will be played at Southwest Missouri.

Oct. 19 Louisville
Oct. 22 Ohio

Oct. 28 Midwest Independent
Tourney

Student athlete tries to keep pace
_

.

Progress photo/Leslie Young

Jack Fross made contact for the Colonels In last
weekends Inaugural Diamond Club Invitational
Tournament.The Colonels, who hosted the tourney, placed third overall.

Volleyball team wins three straight
Progress staff report
A team that is "hungry to win," is
how Coach Geri Pol vino described the
1988 women's volleyball squad.
This past weekend in Weaver
Gymnasium, the team's appetite was
curbed just a bit as the Colonels recorded three Ohio Valley Conference
wins.
The university enjoyed its first
victory of the weekend Friday night
against a Tennessee Technological
University team that look the Colonels
to four games. 15-6,15-5.9-15 and 155.
Pol vino was pleased with her team's
performance compared with previous
outings.

"I was very pleased with the first
two games. We made fewer offensive
errors and our serving was better,"
Pol vino said.
'Tennessee Tech is a much tougher
team than they showed," she said.
Another opponent from Tennessee
showed up in Weaver Gymnasium
Saturday to take on the Colonel squad.
The Raiders from Middle Tennessee State University came in the gym
with a 7-7 record but left with a record
of 7-8, losing in three games 15-9,153 and 15-6.
The Colonels will be at home this
weekend to face the Racers of Murray
Stale University and the Golden Eagles
of Austin Peay State University in
conference play.

-By Neil Roberts
Staff writer
Playing the role of college student
and football player can sometimes
occupy more time than Mike Cadore
has in a 24-hour day.
Tuesday is probably the most
demanding day of the week for Cadore; he is up early and in the bed late
with little time for leisure in between.
8:00 a.m. wake-up time: Cadore
hauls himself out of bed and over to
Martin Cafeteria for breakfast. He
generally eats with teammates Tim
Lester, Calvin Gillisand Kelly Blount.
and friends Nancy Borkowski and
Tricia Butt of the women's volleyball
team. After breakfast, it's back to
O'Donnell Hall to shower and dress
for class.
9:15 ajn. class time: Cadore attends his first of two consecutive
classes, human sexual identity.
10:30 a.m.: Cadore joins his classmales in the Weaver Building for his
heritage of dance class, where they
view films of different forms of dance
and critique them.
Cadore is a graduate student, taking 12 hours this semester in hopes of
boosting his grade point average before beginning work on his master's
degree in administrative justice in the
spring.

"Some people will look at these
classes that I'm taking aw* think I'm
just anodicr dumb jock," Cadore said.
"But I've already graduated, and that
was something I really wanted to accomplish when I came here."
11:45 a.m. Lunch time: Classes
are finished for the day, and Cadore
usually eats lunch around this time,
either out with a friend or back at
Martin Cafeteria with his teammates.
The guys usually laugh it up at Martin
at lunch time, sharing experiences from
the night before or ribbing each other
for mistakes in the previous game.
12:30 a.m. Quiet time: After lunch
Cadore returns to his room, pulls the
shades, takes the phone off the book
and naps for about an hour. He tries to
be up a little before 2 p.m. in order to
spend five or 10 minutes in prayef
before he leaves for practice.
"I have very strong religious beliefs," Cadore said. "I'm not exactly
the Jimmy Swaggart-type, but I feel
better about going into practice if I
take a few minutes to read some Bible
verses and say a little prayer."
2:30 p.m. Preparation: Cadore
joins his teammates in the Presnell
Building to get suited up for practice.
He said the guys are always telling
jokes, ribbing each other and talking

about women while they dress to help
8:30 p.m.: Cadore comes back to
them loosen up before a hard day on his room to unwind from the long day
UK field.
behind him. The ijmc between now
and
when he retires for the night is
3:00 p.m. Practice: Tuesday is a
"full-gear" day. The players dress out spent doing various things, most of
in all their pads and simulate game which are not planned.
situations, often involving full con"I try to watch a little TV and study
tact It's rough and sometimes seems around then," Cadore said. "But usunever to end.
ally. I end up talking on the phone or
5:05 p.m. Weightlifling: After hanging out with the guys."
practice on Tuesdays, Cadore and other Cadore is an enterprising young man,
"skill-position" players (wide receiv- earning extra spending money by
ers, quarterbacks, running backs and typing papers for his friends on his
defensive backs) go through a full Macintosh personal computer when
workout on the weights.
time allows.
6:00 p.m. Dinner time: After the
Three times a week, just before he
workout, Cadore heads back to Martin turns out the light and goes to sleep,
for dinner with his teammates. Cadore writes to his special girl, CorEverybody's pretty lively at dinner nelia, back home in Florida. She writes
usually, loosening up after a rigorous him three times a week as well, and
practice.
they speak to each other on the phone
6:30 p.m. Leisure time: Cadore each Sunday.
usually spends the next hour "chilling
11:30 p.m. Lights oat: Cadore
out" with the guys on the team before
turns
in early by most students' stansome of ihcm head off to study hall
and Cadore goes to his scouting report dards. But the reason could be that he
is considerably busier than the avermeeting.
7:30 p.m. Meeting with the age student during the day.
Coaches: Each Tuesday, Cadore
"Sometimes I wish I had more time
meets with the coaches for about an during the day so I could get everyhour to discuss the scouting report on thing done that I need to and still have
the opposing team for the upcoming enough time to do what I want," he
said.
game.
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Poll finds fallacies about college
(Continued from Pat* OBC)
stressing the income and investment
factor.
Statistics show that a college graudate makes 40 percent more money in
a lifetime than does a non-college
graduate.
For parents, college is a good investment for their children's futures,
Funderburk said.
"It takes time, and it takes money
— it costs, but if you're going to
increase your earnings over your lifetime by 40 percent, then we think that
you ought to invest four years in it and
the money associated with it," Funderburk said.
Much of the university's promotional material is designed for both
students and parents and includes information about costs, curriculum and
other concerns.
The poll showed more than half the
students interviewed thought one
semester at a public university cost at
least $5,000. A university education
Pmgrees photo/Chart* Botton actually costs about $5,000 for fouryears' tuition and about $1,150 for
her showmanship in training a calf to heel four years of fees.

COW belle

Terri Masters, a senior from Richmond, exhibited
and obey commands at a dairy show Oct. 6 at Stateland Dairy.
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Telford YMCA receives $45,000
By CarU J. Esposito
Staff writer
The local YMCA. located at the
Telford Community Center on East
Main Street in Richmond, was the recipient of $45,000 from the Madison
County Chapter of the United Way in
1988 and is still in need of further
funding.
The Telford Community Center
provides many services to the university that are made possible at low or no
cost because of the United Way's
financial backing.
A popular project is the day-care
service that provides student parents
with the lowest weekly day-care rate
possible, $32.50 or $36.00 per week
depending on the individual's income.
"I think it really helps the students,
especially the single parents," said
Howard Loveland, director at the
center.
The Telford Center also provides
students with opportunities for field
experience.
"Many social work students work
in the day-care facility," Loveland said.
One of those student social workers, Karen White, a junior corrections
major from Louisville, volunteers in

It brings out the best
in al of us.
the day-care facility.
She works with 2- and 3-year-old
children and acts as a teacher assistant
supervising the children on the playground, teaching them songs and
rhymes and conducting an art lesson.
"I feel as if I'm really adding something to their lives," White said.
She describes her volunteer work
as being a rewarding experience.
"I've gotten attached, and I'll hate
to leave." White added.
Nearly 200 university students
make use of the Telford Center's
physical fitness center.
"Our fitness center includes a sauna
and whirlpool, which is different from
Eastern's facilities," Loveland said.
The Telford Center has a 25-man
board of representatives, all volunteers. Except for students doing field
work, the YMCA in Richmond has no
other volunteer staff.

Funderburk said although education costs are rising, the cost of a
public university education is still
fairiy reasonable.
Student Association president
Hunter Bates said students can plava
part in recruiting through becoming
involved on campus.
The more attractive the university
is, the better faculty it win attract
Therefore, more and better students
will also be attracted.
Although Student Association and
other student groups have no direct
link with recruiting high school students. Bates said he'd like to see this
change.
"I think there's a need there, because I feel like the best recruiters arc
students," Bates said.
Bates said he hoped students would
eventually attend college awareness
days at high school campuses to tal k
with high school students and lend
insights about the college experience.
Funderburk said in order to draw
support for higher education and increase the number of students who
attend college, the focus should be on

The center hires mostly part-time
employees, including students who
work in fitness and day-care departments. There are only six full-time
employees including Loveland.
The UrutedWay'sfunding accounts
for approximately 17 percent of the
$250,000 Telford Center budget
"The United Way is important
Their funds help keep our day-care at
low cost," Loveland said.
At for the rest of the financing,
Loveland said some of the services
have fees attached, but these fees are
keptlow. The use of the fitness center
is one such service that requires a fee.
The Telford family, whom the
center is named for, continues to give
financial support The Rev. R.L.
Telford originally opened the Telford
Community Center in 1938.
The center has an auditorium that
is rented and reserved for various
events. Office space is rented out to
such organizations as the Kentucky
River Foothills Development Council.
The contributions, collections of
rental fees and government funding
account for the remainder of the
Telford Center finances.

e

By Tammy Howard
StafT writer
Elizabeth Forbes, a senior majoring in medical secretary administration from Richmond, has never experienced anything dangerous or scary
while walking alone on the university's
campus after dark. But she has several
friends who have.
"Several of my friends think that
they have been followed;" Forbes said.
"Well, you know the shadows of the
buildings do play tricks on you, too. I
think that there should be some sort of
security at least between the buildings."
"Some sort" of security is what
Forbes is trying to get, loo. She hat
started a petition to try to start a program for those students, especially
women, walking alone on campus after
dark.
The program Forbes hopes to get
initialed would involve one male student walking any female to her residence hall, a building she has class in,
the library or just anywhere the student needed to go on campus after
dark.
Mickey Lacy, head of the student
rights committee of student senate,
has been working on getting such a

education from kindergarten through
graduate school.
"I'm one of these that believes that
you can't separate out higher education and talk about it separate from
talking about the rest of is," Funderburk said.
Instead of Higher Education Week,
the time and focus should be extsaded
into an whiratfr" month in which
activities and incentives are planned
at all levels of education, he said.
Due to the short time frame given
to the event and to the fact that it
coincides with homecoming week, the
university is doing Hole to observe
Higher Education Week.
A faculty concert and spots during
Saturday's riornecoming events announcing Higher Education Week are
planned.
In spile of the ignorance of many
prospective students, more American
workers have college degrees than did
40 years ago, Funderburk said.
At the end of World War D. only
one in 20 American workers had a
college degree. Today one in four have
a college degree.

,or
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program started.
"Last year, I didn't get a whole lot
of support on this. But the year before
last, I was in touch with several
schools, such as Oklahoma Stale and
Arkansas, that have similar programs.
It will take a lot of work to get a
program like this here," Lacy said.
Even though Forbes said she was
told the beginnings of the program
might be into place by next fall. Lacy
said that is doubtful.
"We could nave 10 students working on this full time on just research,
and it still could take forever. We have
got to get some sort of ad hoc committee on the senate going, not to mention, again, the research. Then the
Board of Regents would have to approve, and they just meet every three
or four months," Lacy said.
Forbes said she was told the major
stumbling block of getting this type of
plan started was a lack of money.
"Several people told me this type
program could be difficult to get started
because the school wouldn't fund it,"
she said. "However, with my program
all the school would have to pay for
would be flashlights and related malerials."
According to Forbes, the escorts

could, instead of money, be given an
hour of elective credit
Forbes also said she felt police
administration or law enforcement
majors could be used as the escorts to
save money on areas such as selfdefense training.
Larry Games, chairman of the police administration department disagreed.
"I just can't tee that If this is a
campus problem, then why should one
area of the program be limited lo police administration majors?" he said.
Gaines added if the originators of
such a program thought they could use
the law enforcement majors to save
on training costs, they were mistaken.
Gaines also said he did not agree
with giving an hour credit to students
for escorting others around campus.
If tuch a night escort service it
started at the university, it would
operate in connection with public
safety. Lacy said.
He added the service would have to
have approximately 70 escorts to function properly, all of whom would have
to go through some sort of checking
system lo prevent, in his words, a
"pervert" serving as an escort
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Movies of the 60s are all-time favorites
It used to be that all I did while I
was in high school for entertainment was go lo the movies; small
towns don't always provide a surplus of entertainment options.
My friends and I spent many
Saturday evenings packed into two
theater aisles trying to wreak havoc
on all the other patrons. And we
usually succeeded.
During my freshman and sophomore years, I spent close to $128
just in tickets; I'll not attempt lo
calculate how much I spent on the
necessary buckets of popcorn and
extra-large soft drinks.
My last two years of high school,
I got smart; I got someone else to
foot the bill for my entertainment.
And my parents appreciated that.
And although the movies from
1981 to 198S seem 10 be forgotten
easily, I wish I had paid just a little

U.B.I.
(UaatomBto
of Information)

Jackie Hinkle
more attention for my money.
Greg Woryk's article on favorite movies of alumni who were attending the university in the late
1960s (found on page 7) led me to
attempt to pinpoint how I would respond when asked what my favorite
movie would be from my college
days.
The sad fact is that I can't seem
to find a favorite movie from my
three years I've spent thus far at the
university. I liked "Fatal Attrac-

tion/'but I (taTt mink I could fairly
call it my favorite.
I suppose part of my reasoning is
that I don't feel today's movies are
worth $3. In addition, whenever
I'm in the mood for a movie, I find
myself wanting to see something
I've already seen three or four times,
not pay for something that will most
likely not be worth the gamble.
And the frightening thing is that
I want lo rent movies like Tommy"
or "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang." (My
tastes are somewhat diverse.)
All the movies I think to rent are
from the college days of the alumni
interviewed in Woryk's article,
which makes me wonder if 20 years
from now college students will be
wanting to see one of the many
"Nightmare on Elm Street" flicks
or will still be wanting to the classics from the 60s.
I hope the latter to be the case.

High school homecoming mirrors alumni's reflections
Two weeks ago, I went home for
the first time this semester. I look a
few friends with me as part of a pact
in which we all agreed to visit one
another's hometowns before graduation split us apart
For a lack of nothing else better
to do in my hometown of 3,000,1
decided to lake the gang to my high
school's football game. After all, it
was homecoming.
At first I was a little leery. To
begin, I wasn't overly excited about
going to the game so how could 1

Reflections

Lisa Borders
expect them to be excited? At least
I knew some people who were going
to be there. Or at least I thought I

would.
It's amazing how things change
once you leave home. Sure, I knew
most of the adults at the game, but
some of these high schoolers I had
never seen before—or should I say
I didn't recognize them.
It makes you feel pretty old when
you see people you used lo babysit
leading the crowd in a cheer leading
uniform or running for a touchdown.
But believe it or not, 1 ended up

Welcome
£T*3. Alpha ^Dumni

having a good time at the game.
And I think my friends did, too. I
ran into some people I graduated
with that I hadn't seen in a while.
That really makes you realize
that you're growing up when you
see how your friends have changed
not only in looks but in every other
way.
Some are now married; some
have children; some are making big
bucks, and others are still hanging
around searching for the "big break.''
And it was quite interesting to

see how things have changed since
I graduated so long ago.
The band and cheerleaders have
new, stylish uniforms; the football
field has a new press box, and the
younger students have seem to have
a whole new attitude. I hope I wasn't
that silly when I was a senior!
Nevertheless, now I realize why
the university's homecoming is such
a big event for the alumni. And I'm
looking forward to the day when I
can come back and see how silly I
acted as a college senior.
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Volleyball alumnae return for match
By Alrssa Nofautd
Staff writer
Some people just can't seem to
get enough of a good thing; they
jot keep coming back for mom.
And to keep some of those people
happy, the university's volleyball
learn, coached by Dr. Oeri Potvino
for the past 22 years, welcomes its
alumnae back each homecoming
by challenging them.
At 5 p.m. Saturday, former
members of the volleyball team will
be able to relest their spiking ability
when they step upon the familiar
court in Weaver Gymnasium as a
part of the third annual alumnae
reunion match.
In the past, the reunion was held
during parents' weekend, and each
person who attended would bring a
dish. "I usually fixed lasagna,"
Pol vino said.
However, about five years ago,
Polvino received a letter from an
alumna suggesting a reunion match.
Now, instead of celebrating during
the parents' weekend, the team
reunites itself with its alumnae on
homecoming.
"We have over 250 alumnae,
and usually from 25 to 50 people
show up. There are even some from
1966," Polvino said.
"Not everyone who comes will
play, but it's still a lot of fun," she
said. "I've been amazed at how
good the alumnae still are. They are
still competitive, and they still love
the game."
One alumna who still loves vol-

leyball is Sandy Martin, university
women's tennis coach who played
volleyball from 1966 to 1970.
"The alumnae match is a lot of
fun. The year before last, the current team played the alumnae. Last
year, the alumnae split into two
teams and played each other."
Martin said although she wasn't
able to attend last year, she "heard
from others that it was good, and
everyone had fun."
Polvino said this year's match
may be slightly different from previous matches with the awarding of
a trophy or prize.
Although a prize for the winners may be a new thing, recognition of the alumna who has contributed the most to the volleyball program is always given.
This contribution may be in the
form of money, recruitment, promotions or simply support for the
team and program.
Martin, although busy with the
tennis program, still lends a hand to
the volleyball program whenever
possible.
"I am a loyal fan, and I some-
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times officiate at matches. I also
train others to officiate," she said.
As a member of one of POJvino's
first learns and as someone still connected with the university, Martin
baa watched the program grow and
change.
"In the past, there were no scholarships. We wore borrowed outfits.
and we had to pay for food and
lodging. Coach Polvino paid for
gas and transportation," Martin said:
"In the beginning, no one knew
who Eastern Kentucky was. We
went to a tournament at East Tennessee Stale, and no one knew us.
but we beat some teams that were
powerhouses at the time. In the end,
we lost to West Georgia, but everyone knew who we were." she said.
Martin does feel the money and
backing is better than in the past
"More people are becoming interested and showing support," she
said.
Although Martin's schedule has
her out of town Saturday, she said if
her plans were tochange. she would
definitely be at the reunion match.

University archives fife photo

Many alumnae return for the volleyball match.
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Students' styles, attitudes change over time
By Tammy Howard
Staff writer
Many Kcntuckians may have felt
Franklin D. Roosevelt had held the
same job for a long time when he
entered his 13th year as president
Little did they know Paul Ferrell
would come along.
Commonwealth and Dupree
halls, has been at the university for
35 years.
And throughout that time, he has
seen many changes in the students,
especially in their manner of dressing.
"Today's students are more jeanoriented. Years ago, just the poorer
students wore jeans, but now everyone wears them," Ferrell said.
Ferrell also said several times he
has noticed recurring trends in cloth
ing, or fads once popular that have
gone "out of style" and then "came
back in."
"The pleated pants were in style
fora long time, and then they weren't
for a while. However, now once
again, everybody has them on," he
said.
Robert Hartwell, a professor in
the music department, has also been
at the university long enough to
notice a difference in the way students are dressing today as compared to when he first came here in
1966.
"They're dressing and looking
nicer than they did then. There's
more attention to grooming now,
which is nice. It's better to see students looking bright-eyed and
bushy-lailed instead of dingy,"
Hartwell said.

Progress («• photo

Progress file photo

Changes in styles are evident in the attire of Louisa Flook, 1969 Homecoming
Queen and Michelle Wamdorfs, 1987 Homecoming Queen.
As for recurring trends, Hartwell
said he has spotted at least one.
"I've noticed the men's hairstyles today are very similar to the
ones I had when I was in high school
in the 1950s," he said.
Jay Riggs, a psychology professor at the university for 21 years,
agreed hairstyles are always changing.
"When I first came here in the
late 1960s, I had a beard and shoulder-length hair, and that was sort of
like the 'in' thing. Now, with no
beard and much shorter hair ... I
really don't know if it is the stylish

thing or not After all, I know many
people, including ministers, who
have longer hair than mine," Riggs
said.
Riggs added that one dramatic
change in clothing allowed on
campus had affected women.
"Around 1967 or so was the last
year there was a dress requirement
for the women. Before that, they
couldn't wear shorts or slacks to
class. Now they wear whatever
makes them comfortable, especially
jeans." he said.
Yet not all the changes in students over the years have been those

involving appearance.
"I think students' aspirations are
different. Twenty yean ago, upon a
student's graduation, he or she
would have been content to go back
home. Now, though, that same student will go wherever his or her
career takes him or her," Riggs said.
William Watkins, another psychology professor of 21 yean,
agreed.
"Students today study more.
They see college as more of an opportunity," he said.
Even Ferrell said he had noticed
a change in attitudes.

THE ALPHA GAMS ARE HAVING A

no
Tuesday Oct. 18 & Wednesday Oct. 19
from XO a.m. - 3 p.m. at the
Powell Building

"The students are more inquisitive today; they just don't do things.
They question things more because
they are more knowledgeable," he
said.
Hartwell said he felt the difference could be attributed to the individuals themselves.
"We have now a great deal more
older students coming back who
have been out and done things. Then
also, all today's students are spending an increased amount of time in
college after changing their majors
more and more," he said.
And what about majors?
"Business has always been a
strong area. In the 1960s and 1970s,
there were a great (leal of education
majors. Then in the 1970s, teaching
became less lucrative. Then we got
a big push toward computers. It is
really just based on the job market
supply and demand," Hartwell said.
Watkins added his area of expertise was one of the many fields currently blossoming.
"We have far more psychology
majors than we did five yean ago.
The social sciences are just mushrooming. Perhaps, people are beginning u recognize the need for
more workers in the field," Watknis
said.
Riggsagreed.
"Of course in psychology we do
have more majors than ever before.
Why I am not really sure. After all,
there are not a lot more jobs out
there for people in the field. There
also seems to be more of a business
Sec YEARS, Page C-*
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Mary Shreve
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University apparel displays school spirit, tradition
By Ray Knuckles
Staff writer
Showing school spirit comes
■MM often for college students
not in how loud they cheer at a
football game but rather how
they display their college's insignia on various items of clothing.
And although university students tend to be seen in clothing
bearing the insignia of another
school, several students said they
had at least one item of clothing
with the university logo on it.
Mike Zeigler, a junior police
administration major from New
Cumberland, Penn, said, "I have
a hat and a sweat shirt with EKU
on it. I think it helps show school
spirit, and that you are backing
your university.''
Five students said they also
had clothes with the name of
other universities on it, usually a
university from near their hometown.
Lora Jody, a sophomore majoring in art from Corbin, said
she did not own any university
clothing, but she did have a shin
with Michigan on it
"I bought the Michigan shirt
because I liked the colors," she
said.
Although Amber Morris, a
senior occupational therapy
major from Sarasota, Fla., does
not own any university attire,
she plans on getting something
before she graduates.
She said, "I will get something lo provide me with a
memory of school.''

... I think it helps show school spirit, and that
you are backing your university.'
— Mike Zeigler
Roger Meade, director of the
University Book Store located
on campus, said sales of university products had almost tripled
in the last eight yean.
"U could possibly be an indication that students today have
more pride in their school,''
Meade said.
Meade said the University
Book Store has more items and
different styles of items than ever
before.
Ben Roop. assistant director
of the University Book Store,
said the store now has 28 differ-'"
ent styles of hats and lSdifferent
styles of T-shirts.
The University Book Store
does not cany any products with
the name of other universities on
them.
Roop said, "Our school tradition is excellent We have no
need to carry other school's
products, such as the University
of Kentucky."
The University Book Store
carries an assortment of items
including postcards, notebooks,
clothing, imprinted glass mugs
and rugs designed for residence
halls.
T-shirts stan out about $8.95
and most sweat shim are in the
$18.00 to $20.00 range. One of

the best selling sweat shirts is the
most expensive at $33 JO. It is
an interwoven, heavy-duty sweat
shin with the traditional seal on
it
Roopsaid.'I was a little skeptical about college kids buying
such an expensive item, but after
they saw how durable it is, it baa
been a hot seller."
Another store geared for university students is the Campus
Connection located in the
Richmond Mall. It claims to be,
"Eastern Kentucky's largest selection of collegiate apparel and
accessories.''
Prank Lark, manager of
Campus Connection, has been
very happy with business so far.
One thing that is unique to
Campus Connection is a new
Colonel logo found on various
items. Campus Connection owns
the copy rights to the new Colonel.
Lark said, "Our marketing research told us students were tired
of the old logo so we had the
EKU an department develop us
a new one."
But he said so far there bad
been no big response either way
about the new logo.
Some of the unique university items Campus Connection
carries are lamps, flightbags and
license plates.

Colonels Corner

The price range at Campus
Comer on shins goes from $8.95
for T-shirts up to $35.95 for
certain sweat shirts.
Todd Foreman, a sophomore

economics major from Louis
ville said, "I like clothes that
have Eastern on them, but I
usually do not buy them unless
they are on sale."

TALK OF THE TOWN

Pre-game
Party
75$ Eye Opening
Drink Specials
& Other Drink
Specials All
Day & Night!
Good Luck Eastern
Beat Tennessee Tech
Open at 10:00 Saturday
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OT department celebrates 10
years with alumni reception
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computer orientation with less
emphasis on the liberal arts and
education," he said.
According to Riggs, the university graduated around an average of
40 to 50 psychology majors annually. Now the university graduates
around 260 each year.
Hartwcll said many of the differences could be attributed to the
difference in the size of the university at the two times.
"Around 20 years ago, we had
around 8,000 students. Now that
number has been upped by 5,000,"
he said.
Fcrrcil, Riggs, Watkins and
Hartwcll all had differing opinions
concerning students' consumption
of alcohol.
Fcrrcil said he felt any change
that may have occurred was due to
the difference in Richmond itself.

*»*>

"You used to see an occasional
beer can around town or around
campus. Now, though, you can sec
up to 100 on campus alone daily,"
Fcrrell said.
Riggs said he felt the usage had
not really gone up that much.
"I think the biggest problem now
is not the drinking but the drinking
and driving issue. That is what we
should try to control," he said.
Hartwcll agreed.
"We live in a society permeated
by the 'good life.' Partying is always in the forefront of everything.
I think we therefore have to look at
this, if it is a problem as a general
society problem, not just a college
one," he said.
"The most important thing is to
keep those who arc going to drink
off the highways forall oursakes. It
is more important today and more
of a problem today than it ever was
10 or 20 years ago," Hartwcll said.

By Bobbi French
StafT writer
The program began in 1976 and
is still the only occupational therapy program in Kentucky.
This homecoming serves as the
10th anniversary of the department's
first graduating class.
Joy Anderson, professor in the
occupational therapy department,
decided to start having reunions each
year because the students and faculty of the department have a close
professional relationship.
Joanie Harris, who was graduated from the department last May,
is working as an intern in Madisonville at the Regional Medical Center.
Harris said the person that helped
her the most in the occupational
therapy department was her field
work
supervisor,
Lisette
Kautzmann.
Harris remembered when she
was having problems with her class
schedule. All of her classes were
closed except the classes on Fridays, and the classes on Friday

GOOD
LUCK
EKU

overlapped.
Almost in tears, Harris went to
Kautzmann for help. She explained
her situation and left the office leaving her class schedule with
Kautzmann. Kautzmann fixed
Harris's schedule and returned it to
her while she was in class.
One of Harris's favorite memories of the occupational therapy
program is the breakfast lab. Harris
said each student was to assume
different disabilities such as blindnes or deafness.
Harris said her disability was
aphasic, which is when one "can't
express himself in language" or
understand what someone is saying
Mo them.
She pretended to have a head
injury so she acted confused. Harris added she "ended up in shorts in
the Ravine in the middle of the
winter."
Ten minutes passed before anyone realized Harris had left the
breakfast
Harris said the university has
one of the best occupational ther-

apy departments. She added, the
department "covers more in-depth
(material) than what other schools
covered."
Kathy Gifford, a 1984 graduate
of the occupational therapy department also works at the Regional
Medical Center in Madisonville.
She said she is the only other therapist in a "100- to 150-mile radius."
Gifford said the most memorable event for her was the senior
banquet. This was when the occupational therapy students received
their diplomas for completing the
academic program.
Atthe banquet each student gave
an award to another student listing
a trait about them. Gifford's award
was "most opinionated."
Gifford said she missed the university because it is "small enough
where you could get to know students and faculty."
Gifford said she continues to use
the university as a recruiting source.
The reunion will be from 11:15
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Stratton Cafeteria
^____^
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Students of the 60s recall favorite memories
By Greg Woryk
Coatiibutiog writer

It was a time when the right of
self expression was tested as never
before and never has been again.
The 1960s was a tune when the
youth yearned for peace but had its
dream destroyed by the violence of
war.
Movies like "Bom Free." 1966.
showed the new generation's fear
of instant atomic destruction and
new interest in ecology and nature,
andTheGraduaic," 1967, mirrored
on the screen the young generation's
attitudes of distaste for the pretentious upper middle-class lifestyle.
Films such as "Bonnie and
Clyde." 1967. and "Easy Rider."
1969, played out the American
youth's frustrations with the government and society.
Many of the graduates of the
time have common mixed views of
their college day films.
Kathy
Schludecker
of
Shelbyville. Ind.. is a 1968 graduate of the university who earned a
degree in elementary education. One
of her favorite movies is "Doctor
Zhivago," a classic Russian love
tale set during the Bolshevic Revolution, in which the tide character
falls in love with a dressmaker's
daughter who wounds her mother's
lover, flees and is married to another man.
Schludecker saw the movie three
times while at the university and
was also a James Bond fan. 1 love
fantasy." she said,"Sometimes it's
so crazy, it's fumy."
She said she hasn't seen many
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had," Lichenwalner said, referring
to the idea that the intensity of the
Vietnam War was being hidden
from the public.
The need for money and the
violence, she said, formed a "common resonance" between the characters and the audience because,
like the characters, the youth of the
era was about to stand up and take
what they wanted, much like "Rebel
Without a Cause," did in the 1930s,
she said.
These days Lichenwalner said
she sees mostly foreign films and
rents old Beatles movies for her
video cassette recorder.
Movies like "Bom Free." "Bonnie and Clyde," and "Doctor
Zhivago" were mentioned by many
graduates of the 60s as favorites or
at least popular, but most did not
have favorite movies of recent.
Those that did, mentioned "Fatal
Attraction," "Witness" and "No
Way Out," among others.

the 60s and probably the only movie
she found good enough to see over
again, she said.
Pamela Lichenwalner, a 1967
graduate of the university from
Napa, Calif., disagreed. The bad
movies lately but found the fantas- are worse," she said, but the good
tical plot of "Willow" simply movies are "even better" today.
"wonderful."
Lichenwalner, who earned her
Schludecker said most movies degree in English while at the unitoday aren't entertaining. There is versity, said the good movies today
too much violence, she said, and the have more sensitivity and are of
movies are too "intense."
better quality.
Patricia Doyle, a 1968 univerHer favorite movie of the 60s is
sity graduate from Rhinelander, "Bonnie and Clyde." Lichenwalner
Wis.. shares Schludecker's views. saw it six or seven times and thought
She said she also liked James Bond it was a good outlet for frustration.
Alms, but her degree in music led
11 is the story of two famous bank
her to enjoy musicals more.
robbers who, along with three othDoyle said, "Vulgarity and swear- ers, arc chased from state to state by
ing" have ruined the movies of an incompetent sheriff.
today. Though she enjoyed "ChariThough the criminals are porots of Fire," she said. "There is too trayed glamorously in the beginmuch sexuality and violence" in ning, the film soon becomes preocmost movies today. The Sound of cupied with death and violence.
Music" is her favorite movie from
"We all knew we were being

Southern

1960s movie trivia
• The Graduate" was the
Tust motion picture to use
rock'n'roll music as background music.
».
• "Easy Rider" had a budget
of $800,000 but only used
$500,000. It made $20 million at the box office.
• "Doctor Zhivago" had a
$7.5 million budget but was
doubled due to production
costs. The movie made $18
million despite bad reviews.
• "Bonnie and Clyde" was
met with vicious criticism but
then later named one of the
60s' most significant Alms
by Time" magazine.
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16 finalists compete for 1988 /

VJ^
Karen M. Abernathy

Charlotte Highfflll

Kim Barber

Cheri Hofff

Michele R. Bollinger

Martha Chandler

Sherrie Lamkin

Lee Ann Napier

Student vote narrows candidates from 52 to 16
Progress staff report
There will be 16 finalists
vying for the title of the 1988
Eastern Homecoming Queen.
The vote was narrowed from
52 candidates Oct. 6 through a
campuswidc election.

by Michelle Wamdorf. 1987
Homecoming Queen, with university President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk presiding over the
coronation.

terFraternity Council.

The following is a list of the
finalists.

Monice J. Covington, a senior business management from
Louisville, is representing Zeu
Phi Beta sorority.

Prior to the game, the candidates will ride in convertibles in
the parade.

Karen M. Abernathy, a senior French major from Florence.
is representing Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity.

The queen will be crowned at
1:15 p.m. Saturday prior to the
homecoming game when the university will take on the Golden
Eagles ofTennessee Technological University.

Kim Barber, a junior fashion
merchandising major from Louisville, is representing Phi Delta
Theta fraternity.

The queen will be crowned

Michele R. Bollinger, a senior marketing major from Florissant, Mo., is representing In-

Martha Chandler, a senior
fashion merchandising major
from Elizabeth town, is representing Alpha Delta Pi sorority.

Lisa Davenport, a sophomore
accounting major from Williamsburg, is representingKeene
Hall.
Denise K. Doming, a senior
corporate fitness major from Ft
Wright,
U representing
Panhellenic Council.
Kim Fields, a sophomore

communication disorders from
Whitesburg, is representing Clay
Hall.
CharloueArlvnneHighrill.a
public relations major from Louisville, is representing Sigma
Chi fraternity.
Cheri Hoff, a senior marketing (advertising) major from
Hanover, Perm., is ,iTp,T-pfMM^g
the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
Sherrie Lamkin, a senior accounting major from Elizabethlown, is representing Sigma
TnuPi.
Lee Arm Napier, a senior marketing major from Winchester.

is representing the American
Marketing Association.
Tiffany Patrick, a senior paralegal science major from Mount
Sterling, is representing Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority.
Vivian Ssntriiccs, a junior
pre-mecVbiology major from
Elizabethtown, is representing
Chi Omega sorority. .
Judy Simpson, a senior finance major from Somerset, is
representing Kappa Delta Tau
service sorority.
Lisa Arm Thompson, a senior marketing major from)
Card, is
Delta sorority.

nam
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H o me com i ngQueen crown

Mortice J. Covington

Lisa Davenport

Denise K. Doming

Kim Fields

Tiffany Patrick

Vivian Santelices

Judy Simpson

Lisa Ann Thompson

Judges make final decision among finalists
CmOkHtm were narrowed
from 52 to 16 in a campuawide
election Oct. 6. Approximately
1.257 people came lo the polls
compared lo hut year's turnout
of approximately 1,207.
In addition, only 46 women
were in the running for last year's
title.
The candidates were each
sponsored by a fraternity, sorority, residence hall or student
organisation. Scfection of the
candidates was by secret ballot
where students were able lo vote
for at least three candidates.
One candidate said it really
has not hit her that she is actually
intberuisftingfarthehornecorn-

W

ing crown.
The final 16 contestants attended an informal get-together
at university President Dr. H.
Hardy Funderburk's residence
where they had pictures taken lo
be sent to their hometown newspapers.
About half of the women had
their pictures taken in front of
the house whist the other half
had their pictures taken inside.
The pictures wiH also be used
for the 1988 Milestone.

Following the student vote,
the finalists will go through a
series of interviews and will be
judged by a secret panel.
The panel members have traditionally been a combination of
former homecoming queens,
alumni and other people not
currently involved with the university.
The identities of the panel
members will not be revealed lo
the contestants until a luncheon
scheduled for Friday.
Dr. Hayward M. "Skip"
Daugherty advised the women
to be themselves. According to a
candidate, he said that now was
not the Base lo try something
new, just relax.

She said, "I'm really anxious
for Friday to get here and get the
interviews over with so I can
have fun on Saturday because by
then, it'll all be over. It'll all be
decided."
The panelists will be
asking the finalists questions
about their involvement on
campus, their hobbies and interAfter the interviews, the
contestants will have a get-together with the judges where they
win be judged on poise and
They will wear fuU-lenght
gowns for this event and will be
escorted into the Keen Johnson
Buikfang.
The judging is based on a

100-point scale. Eighty-five
percent of the final vote is made
up of the scores received by the
from
views.
The judges can give ap to 50
points for beauty. 20 points for
the interview process and is
points for appearance and poise.
The remaining IS points are
taken from the student popularity-vote.
The candidates' automobile
and flowers for the parade is Ihe
responsibility of their sponsoring organization.
The finalists will be escorted
onto Hanger Held usually by
their father, boyfriend, brother
or special friend.

-

I
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Colonels hope to make Golden Eagles extinct
Clint Riley
Contributing writer
When the Tennessee Technological University football team
flies into Hanger Field Saturday, it
will not only face the 11 Colonel
players on the field but a Colonel
homecoming crowd that will be the
university's 12th man.
The Golden Eagles enter the
game coming off their first win of
the season against Murray State
University.
But the victory did not come
easily for Tech, who was forced to
win the game on a field goal in
overtime 16-13.
Last weekend, the Golden
Eagles did not play because of an
open date in their schedule, which
gives them more time to prepare
for a Colonel football team that is
ranked 18th in I-AA.
Tech coach Jim Ragland said it
was not planned to have an open
date prior to the game with the
university, it "just fell into the
schedule that way."
The Colonels raised their record
to 3-2 with a win over Austin Peay
University this past Saturday in
Clarksville. Term.
While the university's offense
has had little problems with putting
points on the board, the Golden
Eagles have been able to generate
very little offensively.

Sweetest Day and
EKU Homecoming
October 15

.

Of the five games the Golden
Eagles have played thus far, they
have been blanked in two of the
matchups.
One reason for the lack of
strength on the Tech offense is the
loss of quarterback Patrick Pope to
graduation.
Pope led his team to a 5 -6 record
last year, which is Tech's best finish in seven years.
Ragland has turned to two players this year to fill the hole left in
the offense by Pope.
Junior Thomas DeBow was the
No. 2 man at Tech last year and has
started at the quarterback position
most of this season.
When DeBow is not in the game
for the Golden Eagles, sophomore
Ben Browne, a Madison County
native, will get the nod.
At the end of last year, Ragland
felt that one thing he had going for
his team for this year was eight
returning defensive starters, who
he thought would prove to be the
core to his team.
"I have not seen the defensive
team that I expected this year, until
the Murray game,*' Ragland said.
Looking at the matchup between
the two teams Ragland said, "Being
honest, I don't think we match up.
They're larger, more experienced,
and they have more team speed."
As far as his team coming away

Bosses Week
Bosses Day
October 16
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Progress pnoto/CnarUa BoMon
The Colonels prepare to tackle the Golden Eagles of Tennessee Tech.
with the win, "We'11 just have to go
up there and find out," he said.

concerned, it's just another footballi

This is the 20th homecoming
meeting at Hanger Field for the
Colonels, who post a 14-4-1 homecoming record at Hanger.
These statistics mean nothing to
Ragland, who said, "As far as we're

For the university's players,
coaches and alumni, the game
means much more.
Senior defensive tackle Ken
McMillan said, "Homecoming is
always special, especially for the

*

The Bear
& The Bull

HAPPY

seniors because it is their last homecoming."
"With it being my last year playing here, I would want to win my
last homecoming game. I haven't
lost a homecoming game since I've
been here; I wouldn't want to start
my senior year," senior receiver
Mike Cadore said.
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20-year winning tradition

Homecoming hosts largest crowds at Hanger
CltatRiley
Curt'lifli writer

Top 5 Hanger Fields crowds

Over the years. Hanger Field has
been a Mecca for alumni who have
returned to (he university for homecoming.
This year. Hanger Field and the
Begley athletic complex will host
its 20th homecoming football game.
Again, it looks as if the Colonels
will add to the tradition of winning
at Hanger Field and especially the
tradition of winning the homecoming game.
The Colonels face the Tennessee Technological University
Golden Eagles who are 1-4 on the
season and have not beaten the
university's football team since
1975.
Over the years that the Colonels
have played at Hanger Field, they
accumulated 89 wins, 16 loses and
one lie, which in mathematical terms
comes out to a stunning .844 winning percentage.
Although the 14-4-1 homecoming record is not as impressive as
the teams overall record, it is not far
I behind in the winning percentage
(column with a.716.
Teddy Taylor was an All- AmeriIcan noscguard at the university in
]I969 and said, "The new Hanger
Field in 1969 was fun to play on
ccausc the Held was in such good
^hapc."
Taylor is now the defensive end
toach for the Colonels and as far as
! pressure that was put on him as
i player and as a coach at home, he
■id, "There is more pressure coaching then there was when I was a
t>laycr."
The old Hanger Field was lobatcd where tic mediation chapel

>■

HAIR

Oct. 20. 1979

25.000

Oct. 22.1977

24^00

Oct. 23.1971

24.200

Oct 25.1975

22^00

Oct.31.1970

* All were homecoming games

■■■■■■■■■

Anderson's

23300

now stands, and Talyor said, "There
were so many people, they use to
line the spectators up on the sidelines."
Hanger Field, as it now stands,
seats up to 20,000 fans, and with the
number of people that enjoy the
games from the hill in the stadium,
the number of fans at home games
well exceeds the 20,000-person
mark.
And it is at homecoming games
that the stadium has put its capacity
levels to the test.
On Oct 20,1979,25300people
crammed into Hanger Field for the
homecoming matchup between the
Colonels and the Hilltoppcrs of
Western Kentucky University.
The most recent addition to the
all-time Hanger Field attendance
list came last year when the Colonels played their first game under
$500,000 worth of lights.
Although the stadium may age
with time, the memories that were
created there will always remain
fresh in the minds of the students
who created them, which is one
reason why alumni come back year
after year.
__

University archives file photo

In 1963, Hanger Field was located in the Powell Plaza.
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Movie craze highlights
homecoming schedule
By Heather Yeoman
Staff writer
If you happen to hear something
about Road Runners leading the
homccomingparadc Saturday, don't
worry. You heard right.
"Movie Madness" is the theme
for this year's homecoming, and all
events will take on a title centering
around the theme. The Road Runners, for example, is the name given
lo the homecoming run to begin
10:30 Saturday morning.
Lally Jennings, assistant director of alumni, said a student committee got together and "just
bounced around ideas," to come up
with the theme.
"We wanted to pick something
broad enough for students to work
with," Jennings said.
The parade will include floats
made by various university registered organizations. Students began construction on the floats Sunday at the Old Tobacco Warehouse.

There was an application fee of
SIS, and the floats will be judged.
The Baptist Student Union is
building a float called 'Top Colonel," based on the movie'Top Gun."
Jeff Prosser, BSU vice president,
said the organization's float features a fighter plane with the Colonel in the cockpit aiming straight
for a golden eagle with a target
drawn on its belly.
This year's theme gave us a
really wide variety to choose from,"
Prosser said. "I thought 'Movie
Madness' was a really good idea."
Kelly Las well, a member of the
agriculture/horticulture club and
chairman of its float committee,
said this year's theme was probably
the "easiest of any themes they've
had for a while."
Theclub'sfloat is called There's
no place like home" and has scenes
from the "Wizard of Oz" along with
the mascots on its float.
Greek organizations are also

participating in the float contest.
Each fraternity has paired up with
one sorority to build a float.
Phi Mu sorority and Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity have teamed up to
build a float displaying the Colonel
as "Rambo, First Blood."
Tracy Lamb. Phi Mu social
chairman, said this year's theme
gave them a lot of flexibility. "It
allowed for a lot of brainstorming."
she said.
Also on the agenda is the selection of a Homecoming queen.
A campuswide election was held
last Oct. 6 to choose 16 candidates
from the many women representing
residence halls and organizations.
The candidates will ride inconvertibles during the homecoming
parade, and the crowning of the
queen will lake place prior lo the
game between the Colonels and
Tennessee Technological University.

Progress photo/Lasrw Young

Stuffing the Mule
Steve Walker, a junior from Cattlesburg, helps stuff Gus
the Mule for the Beta Theta Pi homecoming float.
u*«-»-. x ux->u7"

charged an entry fee of $10.

pcarance and overall appearance.

The halls will be judged 9 a.m.
Saturday by four alumni. Vest said
the halls will be judged on the originality of the design, the relation of
the decorations to the homecoming
theme, the arrangement of the decorations, eye-catching, colorful ap-

Fust place winners will be
awarded $75 plus 50 percent of the
entry fee; second place winners will
receive $45 plus 30 percent of the
entry fee; and third place winners
will receive $30 plus 20 percent of
the eniry fee.
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Hall decoration competition to be judged
Progress staff report
The Residence Hall Association
will sponsor a Homecoming Hall
Decoration Competition for the
fourth year.
According lo Jeaimine Vest, programs committee chairperson,eight
residence halls are participating in
the competition. Each hall was
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RICHMOND
PLASMA
CENTER
125 S. Third St.
MONDAY
10:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
8:30 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
h~ :30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
THURSDAY
10:30 a.m.
~>:30 p.m.
FRIDAY 8:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

Earn Up to
$93.00 a Month
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Grammy nominee featured in concert
By Jenifer ToUey
Staff writer
Imagine being picked up in a
limousine, getting rotes and going
to dinner with a successful, young
man.
And then to top off the evening
you attend this successful
gentleman's concert later that evening.
The university's Center Board
in conjunction with Q-102 FM is
sponsoring a contest where the
winner receives an evening with
Keith Sweat.
Sweat , a Grammy nominee is
headlining the homecoming concert Also performing are the groups
Troop and Rob Base and DJ. B-Z
Rock.
Sweat's album, "Make it Last
Forever," is No. 7 on "Billboard's"
album chart this week.
This is the album's 42nd week

on the charts.
Sweat's other career is as a supervisor on the floor of the New
York Stock Exchange.
In a recent "People" magazine
interview. Sweat talked about his
success.
"It feels good, but I try not to let
it feel loo good because I know
where it's all coming from — upstairs. I haven't run out and bought
a big car or a big house. I just have
more money in the bank," he said.

Center Board, said the group's
musk resembles the music of New
Edition.
Rob Base and DJ. E-Z Rock are
a rap band also on the "Billboard"
charts.
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Sweat's hits include "I Want
Her," "In The Rain" and "Something Just Ain't Right" The latter
song Sweat wrote in a cab.
The group Troop is also on the
"Billboard" charts this week.
Its self-tilled album is No. 26 on
the album chart
Two hits off their album are "My
Heart" and "Mamactta."
Michele Bol linger, a member of

RICHMOND MALL

the Coliseum box office.
The concert is sponsored by the
university'sCenter Board and Longhart Productions, which is located
in Baltimore.
The concert will be general!
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These three acts will lake control of the stage in Alumni Coliseum tonight at 8.
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MONDAY - THURSDAY
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Royal Feast
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Any Large
16" Pizza
for the
Price of a
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with4FREE
Cans of Coke

Oiler valid on dining
room, carry out and
delivery Not available
with any other coupon or
discount E«pires1030'88
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70-year-old strikes up the band
for 16th consecutive year
By Lisa M. Borders
Insights co-ed itor
Paul Love has proven he is one
of the university's most faithful
alumni.
For the past 16 years. Love has
participated in (he alumni activities
as a member of the alumni band.
"I sure love, and would do anything formyalma mater." said Love,
who now resides in Columbus.
Ohio.
Love came to the university in
the Ml of 1939 with a double major
of musk and physical education.
He left the university in 1942 to
serve in the Army where he performed two years in the Army band
and two years as a physiotherapist.
He returned to the university in
1945 and stayed until 1948 so that
be could complete the remaining

courses necessary to earn his degree. He took correspondence
classes to complete the degrees.
"I still consider my self as part of
the class of "AS," Love said.
Although Love plays many instruments, he always plays the bassoon in his 16 performances with
the alumni band.
While at the university. Love
also worked as the coach of the
swimming team both as a student
and as an alumnus.
"1 had to work to go to school
because I was a missionary boy,"
the 70-year-old said. "My parents
were in Africa so I had to pay my
way through school."
When he first began working
with the swim team. Love was paid
28 cents an hour.
Love said he looks forward to

Advertisers:
Get Ready For
Our Next Magazine
Insert-Tribute to
Roy Kidd For His
25 Years of Service
as Head Coach of
Colonel Football!

Alumni band, choir featured
during homecoming festivities
i staff report
For some alumni, the musk
never ends. And homecoming
weekend will provide alumni of
the music department the opportunity to sound off once again.
The festivities will begin Friday night with a party at the
Mulebam. The party will last
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. and will
feature the EKU Jazz Ensembk.
Drinks and snacks will be served.
In addition, those who bring
their instruments are invited to
sit in with the band
Featured for yet another
homecoming will be the alumni
band. The band will practice Saturday morning following a reception in the Foster Building
and will perform during the parade and also at halftime of the
football game.

coming back to the university every
year because he believes in Eastern.
Love also plays in the Ohio Slate
Fair each year and has organized a
qua-ict that plays each Sunday at
his church.
According to Love, there has
been a tremendous amount of
change m the music department over
the years.
"It's a tot better, and there are
more people," he said. "When I was
there, there was only 20 or 30
people. Now.ihatwouldn'tevenbc
enough to fill a whole row."
Love said he will continue to
come back to the university for every
homecoming as long as he is able.
"I am a spring chicken, you know,
so I'll be there as long as I'm physically able, the good Lord willing."

A performance will also be
given by the alumni choir, which
wiD be prior to the game.
After the game, Dan Duncan,
a professor in the musk department, will host the alumni at his
house for drinks and snacks to
provide a chance for a final visit
and the closing of die reunion
activities.
A regular part of the reunion
is the honoring of an outstanding
alumnus.
According to Dr. Richard
Bromley, also of the musk department, the first recipient of
the award was Dr. John Drew,
who is presently teaching musk
at Florida Stale University. Last
year's recipient was Major Finley Hamilton, a band director
who currently resides in Germany.
•
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Schedule of events for the 1988 homecoming
Friday
Alumni band rehearsal in the
Foster Music Building.
Chi Omega alumnae reception 7 p.m. at Saratoga Restaurant in downtown Richmond.
Delta Zeta wine and cheese
party at 7 pjn. at the old armory.
Women's volleyball game at
7:30 p.m. against Murray Stale
University in the Weaver Gymnasium.
Third annual music alumni
reunion from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
the Mule Bam.
Saturday
Industrial education and lechnology department alumni breakfast at 8 a.m. in the faculty dining
room of the Powell Building.
College of Law Enforcement
alumni chapter meeting and
brunch at 10a.m. in the Stratton
Cafeteria.
Alpha Delta Pi parade viewing lent located on Lancaster
Avenue. Luncheon will follow
parade.
Alpha Omicron Pi alumnae
to meet on the 10th floor of
Telford Hall to go to view parade.
Homecoming parade/homecoming run will begin at 10:30
a.m. and will run along Lancaster Atenue.
Department of government
brunch and open house at 10:30
ajn. until noon at McCreary Hall.

Third annual accounting
alumni luncheon from 11 a.m.
until 12:30p.m. in the Blue Room
of the Keen Johnson Building.
Department of home economics homecoming brunch from 11
a.m. until 1 p.m. in Room 108 of
the Burner Building.
Kappa Delta pre-game gettogether at 11 a.m. at Saratoga
Restaurant in downtown
Richmond.
Sigma Nu alumni meeting
from 11 a.m. until noon in the
Powell Building.
Women's volleyball at 11
a.m. against Austin Peay State
University in the Weaver Gymnasium.
Department of occupational
therapy 10th anniversary celebration and alumni brunch from
11:15 a.m. until 1 p.m. in the
Stratton Cafeteria.
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College of Health. Physical
Education, Recreation and Athletics following the game in the
VIP of the Begley Building.
Women's volleyball alumni
match following the game in the
Weaver Gymnasium.

,......;,.,
Volleyball alumni potiuck
dinner at 5 pjn. at Dr. Geri
Pol vino's home.

Department of history reception and coffee in Room 201 of
the University Building following parade.

Sigma Nu homecoming dance
from 9:30p.m. unitl 1 ajn. at the
Mule Barn.

YOUR EYE CARE TEAM!
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometrist

Soccer team reception following the game at 357 North Third
St
Delta Sigma Theta in participate in minority step show from
7 pjn. to2a.m. in Brock Auditc-

Homecoming gameat 1:30
p.m. at Hanger Field.
Sigma Nu alumni open house
after Ihe game at 124 Tales Creek
Road.
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Homecoming queen coronation at 1:15 p.m. prior 10 the
game at Hanger Field

Sigma Chi homecoming formal at 9 p.m. at the Continental
Inn in Lexington.

Alpha Omicron Pi reception
from 11 a.m. lo 1 p.m. on the
10th floor of Telford HalL

DON'T KNOW ABOUT ITI ADVERTISING
IN THE PROGRESS GETS THE WORD OUT!
CALL 622-1872 FOR MORE INFORMATION!

Department of agriculture reception and cookout at 11:30
a.m. in the A.B. Carter Building.

Department of English reception in the Wallace Building following parade.

Soccer learn intrasquad scrimmage at 10 a.m. at the university
soccer field.

YOU CANT SELL A PRODUCT IF PEOPLE
l YOU

Lambda Chi Alpha dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 am. at the
Continental Inn in Lexington.

DR. C. L. DAVIS
Optometrist

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist
'»«**

226 W. Main, Richmond Ky. Open Mon - Sat 6:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Insurance Welcome
All Brands of Contacts
Medical Cards
Soft & Semi-Soft
Credit Terms #A<%
AAT A
Permalens
Available
C\ S JS - JS JS Tl O Bifocal Contacts
Member of Kentucky Optometrlc Association
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5 kilometer run kicks off parade
Progress staff report
The 1988 edition of the annual
homecoming parade will take place
at 10:35 this Saturday.
A Sk homecoming run will begin the parade on Lancaster Avenue
and continue through the university, finishing up on Van Hoosc
Drive.
The proceeds from the run are
going to the Student Alumni Association so that the organization can
continue its activities at the university.

Eighty different units will ate

part in this year's parade, 10 of
which will be floats.
The floats will be judged by
members of the Executive Committee of the Alumni Association
and a number of selected alumni.
A first and second prize for the
best float will be awarded from the
money that was received from the
float entry fees.
Residence hall floats will be
judged separately by members of
the Resident Hall Association.
The 1987 homecoming queen,
Michelle Warndorf, and the 16 fi-

Homecoming parade route

nalists for this year's crown will all
be riding in the parade.
Also in the parade will be Olympian Jackie Humphrey, who will be
coming from her home in North
Carolina for the homecoming activities.
The parade is expected to last
about one hour and will finish up at
the intersection of Madison and Kit
Carson drives.
Gary Abney, the president of the
university's Alumni Associauoiys
the grand marshal of the parade.

Welcome back , Alumni
enjoy
the
game . . .
and the
memories
from the staff of the Eastern
■=
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